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Democrats,
GOP work
on drug
bill issues

Ways To Beat the Heat

By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) -Democratic senators postponed
action on their bill easing access to
lower-cost
generic
drugs
Wednesday, opting instead to
resume negotiations for a compromise with Republicans.
The legislation had been poised
for quick passage by the Senate
Health, Education, Labor and
Pensions
Committee,
but
Democratic and Republican lawmakers decided during a break to
try to hash out differences.
"It was suggested we might take
the afternoon and see if we cannot
engage members and their staffs,"
said committee Chairman Edward
Kennedy, D-Mass. "It seems to me
that is a sensible and responsible
suggestion."
Kennedy planned to reconvene
the committee today — hopefully
with a compromise— although
Democrats said they have enough
votes to pass the bill if negotiations
fail.
Senate Majority Leader Tom
Daschle, D-S.D., was preparing to
have the full Senate debate the prescription drug issue next week.
The Senate Finance Committee
has yet to endorse a bill that would
provide a prescription drug benefit
for Medicare, and two factions of
lawmakers in that committee are
pushing competing bills.
Daschle has indicated he may
use the generic drug bill or other
legislation that deals with prescription drug costs to begin debate and
then add the Medicare prescription
drug issue as an amendment. "The
two issues go hand in glove,"
Daschle told reporters Wednesday.
The generic drug bill rewrites a
1984 law designed to speed generic
drugs to the market. Lawmakers
contend drug companies have
abused patent laws to prevent consumers from getting lower-cost
generics.
The original version of the bill,
offered by Sens. John McCain, RAriz. and Charles Schumer, D-N.Y.,
would eliminate the automatic 30month delay that a brand name drug
maker gets when it files suit to stop
a generic from entering the market.
An amendment by Sens. John
Edwards, D-N.C. and Susan
Collins, R-Maine, would change
that to allow only one 30-month
stay per generic application.
Meanwhile, lawmakers are trying to reach agreement on two bills
that would provide a prescription
drug benefit to senior citizens on
Medicare.

•See Page 2

Local mailboxes are,
targets of vandalism

•

•
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"You never heard such a noise in your
life. "In a matter of about a minute and a
half, it was over. Thank God nobody got
hurt. There's a lot of damage in the neighborhood, but all that can be replaced."
Chris Noles, meteorologist with the
NWS,said downbursts are quite common
in the summer when winds are at their
weakest. A downburst is when the air in
the middle atmosphere is very dry with
weak winds and cannot keep a large storm
under control when it moves through, he
explained.
"It is the downrush of rain-cooled air
down to the surface very rapidly," Noles
said.
He also said many people reported seeing tornadoes within the storm as it
moved through, but the conditions were
not favorable for twisters.
Noles said he has seen storms with
embedded tornadoes while training, but
not anywhere near here. He said while in
Kansas once, he saw a storm where a tornado eddied on the end of it. "You could
see this rapid spin-up — very small, very
fast and very short-lived."
While most of the damage was in
northern Marshall County, trees down and
other damage was reported in Graves and

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
ities. The torching incident, however, led
Staff Writer
her to call the sheriff's office.
It is not a_good time to be a mailbox in
"Since it was fire,[though they should
Murray's Gatesborough Circle area.
know about it," Carpenter said. "It could
According to the
have sparked and
Calloway Copnty
caught the whole
Sheriff's Office, the
neighborhood on
area has recently
fire."
been plagued with a
While Calloway
rash of vandalism to
County
Sheriff
.mailboxes,
and
Stan Scott said
another
instance
patrols will keep an
was
reported
extra-close eye on
Wednesday
on
the area, catching a
Edinborough Drive.
mailbox assailant is
The vandalism
easier said than
has reached such
done.
proportions in the
'The
thing
area that Stephanie
about mailboxes is
EDWARD SHERIDAN Ledger 8. Times photo that you can drive
Carpenter reported
Wednesday that the BANGED-UP BOX ... This picture by one, and five
mailbox at the home shows some of the damage that a minutes later somenext door to her, mailbox in the Edinborough Drive body will have
which is currently neighborhood
has
recently come along and
for sale and unoccu- received from
vandals. One mail- done something to
pied, was set on fire.
it," he said. "It's
box was recently torched.
She said her
always late at night,
mailbox had been
and it's hard to pinhit "with a baseball bat," as had several point anything. It's one of the hardest
others in the neighborhood, but few of the
incidents had been reported to the author- •See Page 2
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Storm strikes
Marshall hard
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Northern Marshall County was rocked
by powerful storms causing an estimated
$500,000 worth of preliminary damage
Wednesday afternoon.
The National Weather Service in
Paducah reported that a downburst with a
possible embedded tornado was reported
at Cambridge Shores on Kentucky Lake
with winds up to 100 miles per hour. The
storm, which moved through rather quickly after striking just before 1 p.m. yesterday, left a damage length of a quarter of a
mile.
There were 13 homes damaged mainly
to roofs, six boats sunk or severely damaged,including one houseboat. At least 13
docks were destroyed with numerous
trees down and one person suffered a
minor injury that did not require hospitalization„ the Associated Press reported.
East Marshall Fire Chief Bill Johnson
said the department used tarps to cover
eight homes that had lost part or all of
their roofs.
Cambridge Shores resident David
Allen said the storm came out of nowhere.
"The wind was blowing really hard
toward the back of my house, and debris
was going everywhere," he said. "I could
barely see outside."
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KEEPIN' COOL ... Preschool student Allie Winters
rushes across the parking
lot with a ladle full of water
with hopes of beating out
her opponent and helping
her team be the first to fill a
pitcher of water during First
United Methodist Church's
Vacation Bible School activities Wednesday night. At
right, a resident at Hickory
Woods Retirement Center
tastes some cool, creamy
homemade ice cream during its carnival held yesterday.

Kentucky took in less tax money in '02 than '01
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's General Fund took in
less tax mogey in the fiscal year just
ended than in the previous year, a
decrease apparently unprecedented,
administration
officials
said
Wednesday.
"In looking back over the history
of General Fund revenues, we can

find no other year in which revenues
were less than the year before,"
Budget Director Jim Ramsey said.
The decrease from 2001 was
$93.7 million, or 1.4 percent of a
General Fund that ended the fiscal
year at just under $6.6 billion.
Still to be added up is total
spending, and the state's books will
not be closed out until next week.
Ramsey said he was confident that
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some money was left over and there
was no deficit, which would violate
the Kentucky Constitution.
The largest single revenue
decline occurred in income taxes
paid by corporations. Those receipts
fell by 28.5 percent to $207 million.
Ramsey said that was their lowest
total since 1984.
A normal year's receipts from the
corporate income tax would be $300

to $350 million, Ramsey said.
"Corporations were not making
profits, so therefore they were not
paying any corporate income tax,"
he said in an interview.
Individual income taxes also
declined — by $76 million to a total
of $2.7 billion.
Receipts from the sales tax were
up, though by the smallest percentage in 15 years. Receipts totaled

$2.3 billion, an increase of $51.5
million or 2.3 percent.
The
largest
proportionate
increase was in receipts from coal
severance taxes, which totaled $160
million, a gain of 13.1 percent.
Property tax receipts also increased,
as did profits from the lottery.
Ramsey said the General Fund's
performance would not help
Kentucky's already tenuous bond

www.murrayledger.com
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rating, but rating agencies have
known since June that a revenue
decline was possible.
Two rating agencies — Moody
and Standard & Poor's — lumped
Kentucky into a handful of states
whose bonds are on a "credit watch"
because of financial problems.
"It's something we're concerned
about. On other hand,in the last four
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Tonight...
Mostly cloudy
with chance of
showers.
Friday...
Mostly cloudy
with chance of
showers. Highs
80-85.
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Bush received loans from oil company
WASHINGTON
(AP)
— cers," he said.
President Bush received two lowBush received the loans from
interest loans in the 1980s from a Harken, where he was a director in
Texas oil company where he was a the 1980s. White House communidirector, a practice he asked compa- cations director Dan Bartlett told the
nies to end as part of his proposal to Post the loans were for $96,000 in
discourage corporate wrongdoing, 1986 for 80,000 shares, and $84,375
according to published reports.
in 1988 for 25,000 shares.
Bush accepted two loans worth
Harken didn't require Bush to
$180,375 from Harken Energy repay the principal for eight years
Corp. in 1986 and 1988, The and charged 5 percent annual interWashington Post reported in est, The New York Times reported.
Thursday editions, citing Securities
Bush retired the debt by trading
and Exchange Commission docu- 105,000 shares being held as collatments and the White House. He eral, Bartlett said, He received
bought Harken stock with the loans. 42,503 options that he never exerOn Tuesday. Bush told a Wall cised, he said.
Street audience he wanted an end to
Bartlett described the loans as
such loans. "I challenge compensa- totally appropriate, saying such
tion committees to put an end to all deals were a common practice io
company loans to corporate offi- encourage investment but had
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recently been abused.
Reached at home late Wednesday
night, White House press secretary
An Fleischer refused to elaborate on
the reports.
Bush's business dealings as a
Harken director have dogged him
for years and generated fresh interest as corporate scandals mount.
Bush has talked about creating a
new climate of ethical behavior as
stock prices plunge.
Bush was a member of Harken's
board when the company reported
the sale of a subsidiary to a group of
insiders as a profit. The SEC forced
the company to amend its books to
reflect millions of dollars in losses
that had been hidden by the accounting practice.
Bush was the subject of a sepa-
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MOVIN' ON UP ... Construction was on-going earlier this
week at the site of the new Weaks Community Building on
Poplar Street as more framework was erected.

•Tax ...
From Front

money from taxes on motor vehicles
and motor fuels, performed better
years we've been upgraded by all than expected and ended the year at
three of the major rating compa- $429.8 million. That was an
nies." including Fitch IBCA, increase of $21 million, or 5.2 perRamsey said.
cent.
The Road Fund, which takes in
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insiderrate
trade
stock
investigation.
The SEC took
action
no
against Bush in
inquiry,
that
also
which
found he had
disclosed
his
sales of Harken
Bush
stock later than
the law requires
on four occasions.
The White House and the company have refused to release records of
Bush's activities on Harken's board.
Bartlett also said the White House
would not ask the SEC to release
records of its probe of Bush's stock
sale.

Tennessee
to consider
tuition rise
at colleges
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NASH\ ki.LE, Tenn. (AP) The Tennessee Higher Education
Commission was to consider raising
tuition at most of the state's colleges
and universities by 7.5 percent
today.
"I'm fairly confident our commission will consider that positively," said Brian Noland, director of
academic affairs for THEC, which
coordinates the 42,000-student
University of Tennessee system and
the 180,000-student Tennessee
Board of Regents system.
The increase follows the General
Assembly's passage last week of a
$9.5 billion budget, which presumed raising tuition by as much as
7.5 percent. Tuition last year at
Tennessee public colleges and universities increased by 15 percent.
Dr. Richard G. Rhoda, in a memorandum sent to commission members Monday, said the meeting's
agenda "has been reduced to a few
number of pressing issues."
UT and the Regents systems
have the last say on tuition rates
before students pay the extra
money. Both traditionally follow
THEC's advice.
Graduate students may face an
even higher tuition increase. THEC
recommends raising tuition at the
state's dentistry program by 22 percent and the state's pharmacy program by 28 percent. Noland said
lawmakers did not set caps on graduate tuition increases.
"As long as funding for the state
remains limited, we are unfortunately having to turn to students,"
Noland said.
Besides setting tuition rates.
THEC is likely to discuss a number
of revisions to its master plan,
including limiting enrollment, cutting remedial education and reducing state funding for athletics.

Murray Fire Department
• Four trucks and 14 firefighters responded to a fire alarm that was set
off unintentionally at 806 College Courts Wednesday lust before 11 p.m
The alarm was activated by fumes from bug spray.
— Information gathered from reports,
logs and citations from respective agencies

Three nabbed
on drug charges
Staff Report
and charged with first-degree trafMurray Ledger & Times
ficking in a controlled substance and
A Murray man was arrested on possession of drug paraphernalia.
drug charges after his vehicle was Another sheriff's report stated
stopped Tuesday.
Curtis was arrested after alleged
According to a report from the stolen property from Henry County,
Calloway County
Sheriff's Tenn., along with a small bag of
Department, Danny K. Outland, 44, cocaine and drug paraphernalia, was
was arrested and charged with pos- recovered at her Kline Trail resisession of a controlled substance dence.
(methamphetamine) and two counts
Curtis is currently lodged in the
of possessing a prescription drug not Calloway County Jail on $10,000
in its original container.
cash or property bond. A MPD narOutland's vehicle was pulled cotics officer also assisted with the
over North Fourth Street in Murray arrest.
after the sheriff's office received a
According to an MPD report,
report of it following another vehi- officers also arrested Jeffrey Curtis,
cle. After being pulled over, Loritab age and address unavailable, on
and Soma tablets, as well as approx- charges of manufacturing methamimately one gram of suspected phetamine, first-degree trafficking
methamphetamine, were found in in a controlled substance (cocaine),
the vehicle, a report stated.
receiving stolen property over $300,
Outland is currently lodged in the and possession of drug paraphernaCalloway County Jail on $10,000 lia.
cash bond. A Murray Police
Attempts to reach
MPD
Department officer assisted with the Detective Capt. Eddie Rollins this
arrest.
morning for additional details on
In another Tuesday arrest, a New Jeffrey Curtis's arrest were unsucConcord woman was also arrested cessful. Curtis is currently lodged in
on drug charges.
the Calloway County Jail on
Peggy Curtis, 44, was arrested $20,000 cash bond.

Radiation training ordered
by USEC for Paducah plant
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
operator of the Paducah Gaseous
Diffusion Plant has ordered workers
to attend radiation training classes.
A spokeswoman for the United
States Enrichment Corp., based in
Bethesda, Md., called the measure
routine but said it is the first training
day at the plant since the mid-1990s.
USEC leases parts of the plant from
the U.S. Department of Energy to
produce uranium fuel for nuclear
reactors.
Parts of the buildings and
grounds where USEC employees
work were contaminated with radiation from weapons operations or

•Marshall ...
From Front
Trigg counties.
Calloway County and Henry
County, Tenn., were fortunate to see
little to no damage. The Calloway
County Sheriff's Department reported road work signs blown down, but

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — State auditors say a financial operations
manual they devised for Kentucky State University has been mostly
ignored. University officials said their own procedures were adequate; they
just had not been followed.
State Auditor Ed Hatchett's staff produced an operations manual last year
while examining the university's finances for fiscal year 1999. The audit for
that period said internal accounting at Kentucky State was so haphazard that
examiners could not give an opinion about the school's financial condition.
"We felt it was a worthwhile document, or we wouldn't have done it,"
Stephanie Robey, Hatchett's chief of staff, said of the manual.
A member of the university's board of regents, Harry Lee Waterfield II,
said parts of the auditors' manual had been implemented. A new manual was
put together because the university's own manual could not be found during
he 1999 audit, he said.
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no incident related to those. Henry
County Sheriff's Department reported a couple of trees down, but no
incidents.
EDITOR'S NOTE: The AP
contributed to this story.

KSU financial manual not used •Mailbox ...

L 170 113 BE.

COAST/IL
Multipurpose compact Mat

uel reprocessing at the plant when it
was run by the government. But the
contamination is not considered an
imminent hazard.
"The stand-down will happen
Friday," said Georgann Lookofsky,
a USEC plant spokeswoman in
Paducah. "There will be a designated time for managers to sit down
with workers face to face" to discuss
safety issues. Victoria Mitlyng, a
spokeswoman for the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission office in
Chicago, said an inspector found a
number of issues "in the radiation
protection area" but they were "fairly minor."
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From Front
things to deal with."
Murray
Postmaster
Mark
Kennedy said, he has been made
aware of the incidents, but said the
postal service really does not have
the ability to do much about mailbox vandalism.
"(Mailboxes are) personal property, and it's not our job to go out
and check on them," he said. "The
postal service doesn't get involved
in it unless the mail is tampered
with."
Scott said the perpetrators of the
recent vandalism could only be
charged with misdemeanors at the
local level. Federal charges could
also be filed, but both Scott and
Kennedy said that rarely ever happens in instances of mailbox vandalism.
Scott said there are currently no
plans to offer any kind of reward for
information leading to the arrest of
those responsible for the recent vandalism. Basically, he said, the only
way to stop the incidents is to catch
someone in the act.
"There's nothing you can really
Jo about it unless they get caught,"
Kennedy said.
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Family seeking pilot's remains led to China
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISAIILLE, Ky. (AP) — A family's
quest to bring back the remains of a
Kentucky pilot killed in a clandestine conflict a half-century ago will lead a U.S.
search team to a one-time hot spot in the
Cold War.
The effort to find the remains of Norman
A. Schwartz of Louisville and another pilot
suddenly gained momentum when China
said it would cooperate. China will allow
U.S. searchers to look for the remains of
Schwartz and Robert C. Snoddy of Eugene,
Ore., who died when their plane was shotdown on Nov. 29, 1952. in the Manchurian
foothills while picking up a spy.
Schwartz' family was heartened by the
impending search and said it could bring
eiosure to a tragedy cloaked by Cold War
intrigue.
"I think our country will go all out to

Sniper is
suspected
in soldier
wounding
BAGRAM, Afghanistan (AP) —
U.S. officials suspect a sniper was
responsible for wounding an
American soldier in southern
Afghanistan, where U.S. troops
have come under attack several
times in recent weeks.
But the shooting of Sgt. 1st Class
Roderick Morgan and other recent
attacks were not enough to suggest
snipers are a growing problem for
U.S. troops in Afghanistan, military
spokesman Col. Roger King said
• today.
Morgan, of the 82nd Airborne
Division, was hit late Tuesday while
on patrol in an area about 5 miles
north of Kandahar's air base. The
bullet struck his protective Kevlar
helmet and glanced off, Col. Roger
King said.
Although the helmet stopped the
bullet, the impact gave Morgan a
concussion, U.S. officials said. He
was flown to Bagram air base, the
U.S. headquarters for the war in
Afghanistan. where he was being
treated. Morgan was expected to
return to duty in a few days.
The Kandahar airfield is the base
for a contingent of U.S. special
forces and other troops who have
been hunting al-Qaida and Taliban
remnants following the hardline
Islamic militia's ouster last year.
Kandahar was the Taliban's stronghold and the last major city they
abandoned.
U.S. officials believe hundreds of
fighters have sought refuge in the
tribal regions of southeastern
Afghanistan.
U.S. patrols have had few
encounters with Taliban or al-Qaida,
but have found stockpiles of
weapons and ammunition believed
to have been left behind by anti-U.S.
fighter,

Ga. pipe bomb
killed young boy
CUSSETA, Ga.(AP) — Federal
investigators have determined that a
pipe bomb caused the explosion that
killed a 5-year-old boy last weekend.
The
Georgia
Bureau
of
Investigation said earlier that it was
treating the death of Sammy Evans
as a homicide, although it had no
suspects.

search for them." Schwartz' sister, Betty - States. The proverb says: No matter how tall
Kirzinger, who lives in Madison, N.C., said a tree, when its leaves fall they land on its
Tuesday.
roots.
It is the first time China has cooperated
"What that means is people in China
with a search for the remains of Americans want to go back to their village to be
who died in a Cold War cause.
buried," said Erik Kirzinger, who also lives
An eight-member search team from the in Madison, N.C. -So I approached them
U.S. Army's Central Identification with a humanitarian request for the remains
Laboratory in Hawaii is scheduled to leave of the two pilots to be brought home for burJuly 15 and investigate the crash site near a ial near their families."
town in northetotem China.
Schwartz grew up in Louisville, one of
Kirzinger s son. Erik, has led the family's seven children of immigrant parents from
efforts to locate and bring back the pilots' Germany and Sweden. He joined the
remains.
Marines and became a decorated World War
His quest to bring home the uncle he II fighter pilot in the Pacific. He left the milnever knew included long discussions with itary after the war but remained in East Asia
officials from the State and Defense depart- flying transport planes.
ments and CIA as well as Chinese officials.
Schwartz started flying Wet the Civil Air
Kirzinger was an infant when his uncle died. Transport, which supported clandestine misWhen Kirzinger first approached the sions in the Far East. On their ill-fated misChinese. he said, he quoted a Chinese folk sion, Schwartz and Snoddy were flying a Cproverb to stress the importance of finding 47 to pick up a Western agent when they
the pilots' remains for burial in the United were ambushed an shot down by Chinese

For the Fight Against Terrorism

cooperation could lead to followup missions
to find other Americans missing from that
era.
Schwartz was honored by his hometown
a couple of years ago when a Cold War
memorial at a park was named in his honor.
But for the family, the final chapter won't
come until his remains are found and
returned. Schwartz also has a brother who
lives in Louisville.
"I'm convinced that the team will be able
to find remains if there are any remains to be
found," Erik Kirzinger said. "I'm also confident that with the permission of the Chinese
to do this search, that they won't be limited
in their scope."
Betty Kirzinger, 81, said if her brother',
remains are found, she would like them to
be buried in Arlington National Cemetery.
"I think papa would want him there." she
said.

Proponents of arming pilots turn to Senate
WASHINGTON
\P)
—
Backers of a bill to arm airline pilots
were expecting tough opposition in
the Senate. even though the anti-terrorist measure passed the House by
a wide margin.
In the House, where the bill
passed Wednesday, the bill enjoyed
support from the Republican leaders
of the House Transportation
Committee.
In the Senate. however, the chairman of the Commerce Committee,
South Carolina Democrat Ernest
Hollings, opposes the arming legislation.
That will make it much harder to
get the legislation to the Senate
floor, let alone negotiate a compromise with the House. And any bill
would have to be signed into law by

President Bush, who reiterated his include not only consersati‘e
opposition Wednesday.
Republicans like Smith and Courad
Proponents, including pilots and Burns of Montana, but also liberal
flight attendant unions, backed by California Democrat Barbara Boxer.
the National Rifle Association, plan
House supporters said they hoped
to lobby senators to vote in favor of the size of their win may encourage...
putting guns in the cockpit.
other senators to back the legislaThe Senate sponsors say they (ion.
may bypass Hollings' committee,
perhaps offering the legislation as an
amendment to another bill, such as
the
measure
funding
the
Transportation Department.
"A freestanding bill is not the
only way to pass something in the
Senate," said Sen. Robert Smith, RN.H.
Just as Wednesday's overwhelmHo WA BOUT AN A .1.M.17.0
ing House vote — 310-113 — transcended party lines and ideologies,
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HEART-FELT THANKS ... Attorney General John Ashcroft,
left, and Secretary of State Colin Powell watch from a balcony at DAR Constitution Hall in Washington.Wednesday
as President Bush thanked federal employees gathered
there for their service during the war on terrorism.
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Former sheriff guilty of
successor's murder plot
ALBANY, Ga. (AP)
Prosecutor J. Tom Morgan broke
into tears and Phyllis Brown sobbed
and hugged her son as a jury convicted former DeKalb County
Sheriff Sidney Dorsey of ordering
the murder of her husband.
The verdict capped an 18-month
effort to prosecute the killers of
Derwin Brown, who had beaten
Dorsey in a hotly contested runoff
election.
Brown was gunned down in his
driveway on Dec. 15. 2000, just
days before taking office. Witnesses
said Dorsey wanted Brown killed so
that he could win back his job.
When
the
verdict
was
announced. Brown's widow hugged
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her son and wept. A few minutes
later, she rushed up to Morgan. the
DeKalb County district attorney,
and gave him a hug.
"I'm going to do everything ... in
my power to make sure he never
gets out of jail," he said. "This
defendant should die in a Georgia
prison."
During the 14-day trial, prosecutors portrayed Dorsey, 62, as a
power-hungry politician who extorted sex and cash from the owner of a
bonding company and used his
deputies for illegal work at county
expense, including shifts with his
private security firm, child care and
chauffeuring his family on vacations
to New York and Florida.
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soldiers. Schwartz was 30. China has said
the pilots' charred bodies were buried at the
crash site. Two CIA agents aboard were captured and imprisoned by China for decades.
At the time, China and the United States
were fighting each other in Korea. The CIA
was attempting to undermine the communist
regime at home.
The pilots' families initially were told the
plane went down in the Sea of Japan. Betty
Kirzinger said she harbored doubts, but
"you accept them because they are the best
you can do." '
It was both philosophical and practical
reasons that attracted her kid brother to the
dangerous missions, she said.
Her brother shared their father's anticommunist beliefs, she said.
"I knew that Norman was a daredevil,"
she said. "He was a strong-willed man and
wanted to do things that he thought should
be done."
Erik Kirzinger said he hoped China's
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For the
health of the
Commonwealth
Prescription drugs play a larger
role than ever in our health care system. Thousands of people across
Kentucky routinely use prescription
drugs to control medical conditions
from
ranging
high blood pressure to osteoporosis.
Medicinal marvels are dramatically improving
many people's
lives by relievsuffering,
ing
healing sickness
Legislative and restoring
Update
health.
By Sen. Bob
Though
Jackson
today's prescripD-Murray
tion drugs hold
more promise
ever,
than
they're also more expensive than
ever. Far too many people who don't
have health insurance plans that
include prescription drug coverage
find it difficult to afford the medicine they need.
Indeed, some prescription drugs
are so expensive some families are
forced to choose between having
their prescriptions filled or having
food on their tables.
What many people don't know is
that most major drug manufacturers
offer patient assistance programs
that provide medicine to people who
otherwise couldn't afford it. Drug
makers actually give away some of
their product! I think it's important
for Kentuckians to be aware these
programs exist and use them to their
full benefit.
While patient assistance programs help many different people
who can't afford the medicine they
need, the programs have been particularly helpful to senior citizens.
More than half of our nation's seniors rely on Medicare, which does
not help cover drug costs, as their
sole source of health coverage.
To qualify for help from a patient
assistance program, a person generally must have limited or no income
and lack access to prescription drug
coverage through a private insurance plan or a government-run program.
For people interested in obtaining
pharmaceuticals through a patient
assistance program, a good first step

is to ask your doctor about the programs. Doctors and other health care
professionals can find information
on patient assistance programs a
Web site maintained by Volunteers
in Health Care, a non-profit program, at www.rxassist.org.
The site includes patient eligibility criteria, application forms and
other information that will help
health care professionals obtain free
prescription drugs for their underinsured patients.
Health care professionals can
also obtain information on patient
.assistance programs from the
Pharmaceutical Research and
Manufacturers
of
America
(PhRMA), a group that represents
pharmaceutical and biotechnology
companies.
PhRMA maintains an on-line
directory of programs that provide
drugs to physicians whose patients
could not otherwise afford them at
www.phrma.org. A printed copy of
the directory can be ordered by calling (800) 762-4636.
Modern medicine has produced
treatments for illnesses that people
once considered untreatable. The
tremendous amount of energy that
goes into the research and development of new drugs ensures more
breakthrough medications are on the
horizon.
But modern medicine will only
reach its full potential to improve
people's lives if everyone who needs
medication has access to it.
Certainly more work is needed on
this issue at the national and state
level, and I'll continue pushing for a
prescription drug program for seniors in Kentucky.
But until a long-term solution is
found, there's no doubt patient assistance programs can play a great role
in ensuring people have the medicine they need to be as healthy as
possible.
Sen.
Jackson
represents
Kentucky's 1st Senate District in
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, Trigg and Lyon counties.
He can be reached toll-free at /800-3727181. His Web page is at:
www.senjackson.com. You can write
Sen. Jackson at: Legislative Offices,
Capitol Annex, Frankfort, KY
40601.
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The sky's still high and rivers still flow
AgreeOrNot
BY Todd Duvall/Syndicated Columnist
FRANKFORT — State government has been
operating for a week now without a budget. he
sky hasn't fallen. The rivers still flow.
And the Founding Fathers, who created our
three-part system of government more than two
centuries ago. didn't send lightning bolts down on
us on the Fourth as retribution for maintaining
government services without the appropriation
bill required by the constitution for the expenditure of tax money.
There was a brief court hearing last week in
Franklin Circuit Court involving State Treasurer
Jonathan Miller's lawsuit seeking judicial guidance in whether he can pay the state's bills lawfully without a budget.
The parties. which now include Senate
President David Williams and his Republican colleagues in the Senate, will be back in court this
week to come up with a time schedule for resolving Miller's question. Everyone wants at least the
first round of the suit to move expeditiously.
Everyone. including Williams, agrees that
Gov. Paul Patton has the authority — responsibility — to maintain essential services even without
a budget approved by both houses of the General
Assembly. The same responsibility falls on Chief
Justice Joseph Lambert as head of the judiciary,
which also lacks a budget.
But the main area of contention may turn out
to be what exactly constitutes "essential services." Williams so far hasn't said what level of state

L

government service he believes to be "essential.'
In Patton's view, he is living up to his responsibilities as governor by simply allowing state
government to go on as if the General Assembly
had passed the budget both chambers voted on
but never reconciled over the funding of next
year's gubernatorial primaries and general election.
So, what exactly constitutes "essential services" of Kentucky state government?
Clearly, state police protection is essential. So,
too, prisons to keep criminals locked up. A
Medicaid recipient in need of a triple bypass
would consider that program pretty essential right
now.
And all the various divisions, departments and
agencies involved with the opening of the public
schools next month are essential. And the state's
many hospitals for the mentally ill and handicapped are essential to their patients' well-being.
But for just about every Kentuckian, state government provides services that, at any given time,
would be considered essential.
A student at Murray State University in need
of a course taught this summer to graduate would
consider the summer term to be an essential service. In Tennessee last week, also without a budget, university summer classes were delayed or
canceled outright.
A 65-year-old Kentuckian ready and eager to
retire would say the Bureau of Vital Statistics

a MURRAY

By SHARON THEIMER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Cargo
haulers, bail bondsmen and a host of
other corporate interests are hard at
work trying to shape---a new
Homeland Security Department that
could regulate them or give them
business — or both.
"It's going to be a huge food
fight," said Jonathan Winer, an attorney and former Senate staff member.
"There's something for everyone
here."
At issue is what the new department will do, who will run it and
how it will spend its $37 billion
annual budget. Some companies and
industry groups see opportunity;
others are trying to fend off problems.
The Fechheimer Brothers Co. of
Cincinnati hopes to sell uniforms to
the new agency. Michigan-based
Second Chance Body Armor is
offering protective gear.
The Pennsylvania-based Cross
Current Corp. is promoting a hightech information-sharing system it is
building for law enforcement in its
-home state as a model the new
department may want to buy.
The company is making its case
with help from a lobbying firm and
letters from Pennsylvania officials.
Company executives met here
recently with their local congressman, Republican Rep. James
Greenwood.
"He has also tried to make sure
we're talking to the right people,"
company co-owner Sam Hirsh said.
Others are lobbying on the
department's makeup — what they
want included, what they want out.
The Business Software Alliance,
for example. wants it to include a
cybersecurity agency.
The American Farm Bureau
Federation and the National
Cattlemen's Beef Association are
concerned about President Bush's
plan to move the Department of
Agriculture's Animal and Plant
Inspection Service to the new
department.
"We don't like it," federation
spokesman David Lane said. "We're
all for homeland security but on that
particular thing we've got concerns
that there are aspects of that that
aren't going to get paid much attention to."
Those include control of disease
and animal crop damage. The federation and beef association shared

their concerns with White House
domestic security adviser Tom
Ridge this week at a meeting with
about 40 agricultural groups.
Besides the inspection service,
Homeland Security would take in
the customs and immigration services, Federal Emergency Management
Agency, Border Patrol.Coast Guard,
Secret Service and Transportation
Security Administration.
The Capital Bonding Corp. is
lobbying for changes in immigration
policy that could mean more business.
The Pennsylvania company
issues surety bonds to noncitizens
who are facing immigration action
and tracks down those who skip out
on the bonds. It wants the government to either bar illegal immigrants
from posting cash bonds or to do a
better job monitoring those who do,
perhaps by hiring private companies
to keep track.
Company president Vincent
Smith said cash bonds make it easy
for terrorists to avoid leaving the
kind of paper trail created by bail
bond companies, who keep track of
information like where clients work
and live.
The company is in the district of
Republican Rep. George Gekas,
who is sponsoring legislation that
includes some of the changes
Capital Bonding wants.
"I am encouraging bail bond
agents I do business with to pledge
their support to lawmakers specifically on homeland security issues,"
Smith said. His company has also
shared its INS proposals with the
federal anti-terrorism task force.
U.S. Chamber of Commerce lobbyist Bruce Josten said the business
community will want to make sure
the non-security sides of customs
and immigration run smoothly after
reorganization, allowing goods to
move and workers to enter the country.
The
American
Trucking
Association shares the Chamber's
concern about customs. In addition,
it is leery about being overseen by
both
Department
of
the
Transportation and the Homeland
Security Department.
Josten said it is only logical for
industries to resist a change in who
oversees them, even if they weren't
entirely pleased with the status quo.
-The devil you know is always
better than the devil you don't
know," Josten said.
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here is essential in obtaining the birth certificate
needed to apply for Social Security and other
retirement benefits. Even someone with an
expensive round trip ticket to Europe for a vacation would need that agency's service to get a
passport.
There are a lot of jokes about state highway
workers who seem to spend a lot of time standing
around on the side of roads, but this is the time of
year when last winter's potholes have to be filled
in, an essential government service that keeps
motorists from blowing tires and breaking axles.
And next spring, tens of thousands of
Kentuckians would consider the nameless men
and women in the Revenue Cabinet who process
income tax refunds to be most definitely
providers of an essential service.
The inspectors who keep an eye on coal sludge
impoundments in Eastern Kentucky? The people
down stream from the impoundments would think
those inspectors were essential. And the Michigan
tourists with a reservation at a Kentucky state
park lodge next weekend would argue that the
cooks. clerks, maids and such at that lodge are
essential.
Williams might argue otherwise about one or
all of those examples, but the fact is that no matter how we all grumble about sprawling government bureaucracy. each of us has need of that
bureaucracy. Even without a budget approved by
the House of Representatives and the president of
the Senate.

Homeland
lobbying
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Got Something To Say?
Letters may be submitted by fax at 270-7531927 or by mail to 1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY
42071. Letters must be signed and have a telephone
number!
For questions, call Eric Walker at 753-1916, ext. 21.
• Letters must he signed with the writer's natne,

address and telephone number so we may contact you
if there are questions.
• Letters should be approximately between 250-350
words TYPED. And all letters are subject to editing or
rejection.
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Deaths

Insurance to offer colon cancer screenings

Mrs. Bethany Baker

WASHINGTON (AP)- Health feared it would open the door to
insurers would be required to cover mandating that insurers cover other
regular colon cancer screenings for health screenings.
people who are over 50 or are at high
"We don't know if there is even a
risk for the disease under a bill problem with regards to insuranc,
approved by a Senate committee coverage," said Sen. Judd Gregg, RWednesday.
N.H. "Many health plans actively
The Senate Health, Education, promote cancer screenings. This bill
Labor and Pensions Committee rec- is a benefits mandate which raises
ommended the bill by a 16-5 vote premiums."
after a lengthy debate.
Sen. Bill Frist, R-Tenn., a surSome Republicans had argued geon, questioned whether the govthat the proposal amounted to a man- ernment should "go into this
date that would drive up already unprecedented arena of taking a speescalating health costs. They also cific test and mandating that the pri-

Mrs. Bethany Baker, 84, formerly of Golden Pond,
died Tuesday, July 9, 2002, at 7:50 p.m. at Magnolia
Manor Nursing Home, Metropolis, Ill.
She was a member of Flora Avenue Pentecostal
Church, Paducah.
Preceding her in death were one daughter. Nyoka M.
Baker, one son, John Frank Baker, one grandson, Reedie
Baker Jr., her father, James Jones, her mother, Beulah
Meredith Jones, and her stepmother, Maledia Meredith
Jones.
Survivors include five daughters, Mrs. Roberta
Pangman and Mrs. Dorothy Langdon, both of Paducah, Mrs. Bethany
Scott, Smithland, Mrs. Peggy Anderson, Metropolis. Ill., and Mrs. Beulah
Perches, Chicago Ridge,°Ill.; two sons, Reedie Baker and Randall Baker,
Sharpe; seven sisters, Mrs. Rachel Walton and Mrs. Ruth Ort, Sharpe, Ms.
Emeline Baker, Benton, Mrs. Rebecca May, Calvert City, and Mrs. Pearl
Baker, Mrs. Lucy Hollowell and Mrs. Millie Rhodes, all of Gilbertsville;
three brothers, John Allen Jones, Gilbertsville. and Jerry Jones and Jasper
Jones, both of Paducah; 19 grandchildren; 20 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann &
King Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Joel Harper will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Jenny Ridge Cemetery in the Land Between the Lakes.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).

Baker

Joseph Albert Cox
Joseph Albert Cox, 76, US Highway 68 East, Benton, died Wednesday,
July 10, 2002, at 5 p.m. at his home.
A retired sergeant major of the United States Army, he had served 30
years of service. He was a veteran of the Korean Conflict. He was a mem- •
ber of Veterans of Foreign Wars and Disabled American Veterans.
Preceding him in death were one brother, Roscoe Cox, and his parents,
Roy Cox and Nonnie Copeland Cox.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Joanne Cox; three sons, Jimmy Dale
Cox and wife, Deborah, Paris, Texas, Timothy Cox and wife, Renne.
Benton, and Joe Boyce Cox and wife, Rickie, Gainesville, Texas; two sisters, Mrs. Calestine Duncan, Gilbertsville, and Mrs. Earlene Johnson,
Michigan; two grandsons, Josiah Cox and Preston Kyle Cox; three greatgrandchildren. Dalton Cox, Kyle Connor Cox and Logan Cox.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. C.C. Brasher will officiate. Burial will follow in
Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).

R. P.(Doc) Schuchart Jr.
The funeral mass for R.P.(Doc) Schuchart Jr. will be Friday at 10:30
a.m. at St. Francis Xavier Catholic Church, Sikeston, Mo. Fr. James E.
Seyer will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Dan Jennings, Paul Schuchart, Emil Schuchart, Tom
Howard,Clayton Nichols and Dan Schuchart. Burial will follow in Garden
of Memories Cemetery, Sikeston, Mo., with full military honors by the
Missouri Military Honor Guard Unit.
Visitation will be at Nunnelee Funeral Chapel, Sikeston, Mo., from 5 to
8 p.m. today (Thursday).
Mr. Schuchart Jr., 83, Rt. 4,Sikeston, died Monday. July 8. 2002. at 3:15
p.m. at Missouri Delta Medical Center, Sikeston.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Alberta M. Kyle Schuchart, to whom
he was married Dec. 30, 1961; two daughters, Mrs. Theresa Browning,
Lawrence, Kan., and Mrs. Lisa Starks, Murray; one son, Trent A.
Schuchart, Lawrence, Kan.; four sisters, Mrs. Martha Sachs, Mrs. Ada
Johnson and Mrs. Stella Foster, all of Arlington, Va., and Mrs. Alice
Howard, Sun Valley, Calif.; one brother, S R (Wes) Schuchart. Sikeston,
Mo.; two grandchildren.

vate sector must cover it:
Sen. Edward Kennet, 0-Mass..
the committee chairman, noted that
President Bush recently underwent a
colon screening and was encouraging Americans over 50 to do the
same.
"Our legislation will allow millions of Americans at risk to take the
president's sound advice," Kennedy
said.
The House has not acted on a
companion bill introduced by Rep.
Louise Slaughter, D-N.Y.
According to the American

Cancer Society, 56,600 Americans
will die this year from colon cancer,
the second leading cause of all cancer deaths.
"It is up to Congress to ensure that
the barriers to the lifesaving colon
cancer screenings tests are
removed," the society said in a statement.
Republican Sens. Tim Hutchinson
of Arkansas, Susan Collins of Maine,
Pat Roberts of Kansas, Mike
DeWine of Ohio and John Warner of
Virginia voted with committee
Democrats in favor of the bill.

Exodus of doctors causing
crisis for moms-to-be in Miss.
JACKSON, Miss.(AP)- If the
anxiety of preparing to give birth to
her first child wasn't enough, Ambur
Peterson also is dealing with this: On
Saturday, three weeks before her due
date, her physician is closing his
practice.
Dr. Mark Blackwood and his partner, Dr. Bradley Baugh, will lose
their medical malpractice insurance
coverage this weekend. And, like
hundreds of their colleagues in
Mississippi, they've been unable to
find a company that will write another policy.
"Essentially, I've lost my job,"
Blackwood said Wednesday.
What makes the situation so critical for Peterson and other pregnant
women in Cleveland,a town of about
14,000, is that they're left with no
one locally to deliver their babies.
Several other Mississippi towns are
facing similar scenarios.
"I'm kind of shell-shocked,"
Peterson said. "I have no clue. I
know I'm having a baby. I just don't
know where."
Peterson's predicament‘highlights
a growing crisis in Mississippi in
which doctors, particularly those in
specialties such as obstetrics/gynecology and neurosurgery, are limiting
their practices. leaving the state or
retiring because they can't find

at
medical malpractice insurance.
Medical liability coverage has
become so scarce that Gov. Ronnie
Musgrove has said he'll convene a
special legislative session in August
to deal with the issue.
Last month, the American
Medical Association released a 50state analysis that identified.
Mississippi.as one of 12 states with
the greatest lack of coverage. The
other states were Florida, Georgia,
Nevada, New Jersey, New York,
Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Texas,
Washington and West Virginia.
The Mississippi State Medical
Association paints a bleak picture for
the future of health care in the state
unless the Legislature enacts reforms
to civil justice laws that doctors consider to he slanted toward trial
lawyers.
Dr. Hugh'Gamble of Greenville.
the medical association's past president, estimates the state could lose 10
percent of its 4.000 or so practicing
doctors to departure or retirement by
year's end.
The MSMA cites the state's
volatile legal climate and reputation
for "jackpot justice" as the reasons
many insurance carriers have
stopped
business
doing
in

Since the first of the year. five
lawsuits against physicians and hospitals have resulted in verdicts totaling some $28 million, according to
the MSMA.In recent years, eye-popping, $100 million-plus verdicts and
settlements have given Mississippi a
reputation as a haven for trial
lawyers.
Someone very familiar with that
notoriety is state Insurance
Commissioner George Dale, who
said he's had little or no luck creating
a market for malpractice insurance.
Five years ago. Mississippi had 37
companies writing medical malpractice policies. Today,there are a few at
most, and rates have skyrocketed.
For example, premiums for
OB/GYNs can be as much as
$125,000 a year. according to the
MSMA.
Dale is scheduled to speak next
week to a 26-member House and
Senate committee that's exploring
whether to revise the state's civil justice system.
At previous hearings. MSMA representatives have said they'd like to
see the Legislature enact reforms that
would prohibit so-called "venue
shopping," make liability in a lawsuit
commensurate with responsibility
and place limits on punitive damages
and lawyers' fec's

Lawyers have said the dv.indling
number of insurance companies willing to write malpractice policies has
more to do with bad investments and
the economic downturn than with
Mississippi's legal system:
Tort reform proposals failed during the regular legislative session
earlier this year, as measures died in
judiciary committees of both the
House and Senate.
Dale said he'll suggest to lawmakers that they invite insurance carriers to appear before them and ask
what it will take for them to renew
business in Mississippi.
"There's far too much rhetoric,"
Dale said."While everyone's arguing
about who's at fault, there's not
enough emphasis being placed on
what to do."
No one needs to tell that to
Peterson, whose husband works for
the U.S. Department of Agriculture
about 40 minutes from their
Mississippi Delta home.
She said her neighbor has offered
to drive her the 110 miles to
Memphis to see a new OB/GYN.
"A month and a half from nowas long as everything goes well I'm sure I'll say it wasn't that big a
deal," she said. "But at this place in
time, I'm kind of grasping. I'm a little freaked out."

NASA: Fuel-line cracks found in fourth space shuttle
CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla.(AP)
- The potentially dangerous fuel
line cracks already discovered on
three space shuttles also afflict
Endeavour, the fourth and newest
shuttle, NASA says.
The news Wednesday came as
no surprise to the space agency,
which has already delayed at least
one flight and, despite weeks of
exhaustive work, has no clear picture as to how or when the cracks
occurred.
As of Wednesday afternoon,
two cracks had been discovered in
the metal liners of hydrogen-fuel
lines inside Endeavour, the last of
the four shuttles to be examined.
The inspection was expected to
continue into Thursday.
"We've got it on the other three,
so we're not necessarily surprised
to see that Endeavour has cracks,
too," said NASA spokesman Bruce
Buckingham. He added: "I think a
reasonable person can assume
we've been flying with these
cracks."
The problem was first detected
three weeks ago on Atlantis.
Inspections quickly uncovered
cracks in the plumbing of
Discovery and then Columbia. The
work on Endeavour had to Wait
until the shuttle returned from
Edwards Air Force Base in
California, where it landed June 19
following a space station visit.

Alex Roland, a former NASA
historian who teaches at Duke
University, said he is just as perplexed as everyone else. The fact
that space shuttles of different ages
are exhibiting the same trouble
makes age an unlikely cause, he
said.
Columbia, the oldest shuttle,
has been flying for 21 years,
Endeavour for 10. NASA plans to
keep the fleet flying for at least
another decade.
"The only thing that it reinforces, to me," said Roland, "is
that a large part of our space program is dependent upon a single,
quite marvelous, but nonetheless
fragile piece of technology. And
when something like this happens,
it can grind everything to a halt."
Columbia's scientific research
flight with the first Israeli astro-
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naut, which had been scheduled for
a July 19 liftoff, is on indefinite
hold. The launch dates of the two
other shuttle flights this year, both
to the international space station,
are also in question.
The space shuttle fleet is
NASA's only means of traveling to
the space station. Russia provides
its own transportation.
NASA's concern is not that the
I-foot-diameter fuel lines might
leak, but that the cracks might
grow and that metal chips might
break off and end up in an engine.
That could lead to an engine shutdown during launch, with possibly
catastrophic results.
The cracks are between onetenth of an inch and three-tenths of
an inch in length, and are located
in liners used to direct the flow of
super-cooled hydrogen fuel to the

CRAWFORDAlma
'S BAR-B-QUE
KY

NOW SERVING BREAKFAST 6-10 A.M. MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
PLATE LUNCHES SERVED 10:30 A.M.-3 P.M MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

Friday Night Dinner Served 4:30-8:00
Thick Smoked Pork Chops • Baby Back Ribs
•Country Style Ribs • Chicken *Homemade Desserts
CURB SERVICE SATURDAYS
CHICKEN, BABY BACK RIBS OR CHOPS
Hours Mon.-Thurs 6 a.m.-3 p.m.: Frt. 6 a.m.-8 p.m.; Sat. 6 a m.-3 p.m.
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We&-ne of Paducah is pleased to announce

Yes,
We Can Help!
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Weiletie
()V I R 50NLAR5
An Amerrcan Compan%
Npw Bever Hearing

they are the authorized distrubutor for Murray and
Calloway County.

Through Professional Care

Murray Service Center
Racer Inn Hwy.641 S., Murray

tiOk.

753-4703
1702 Ili% N. 121 N.. Bypass
Murray, KY 42071

Open Every Friday 9 a.m. til 1 p.m.
918 Broadway • Paducah, Ky. •270-443-4594
Monday thru Friday • 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

main engines.
Buckingham said there is a possibility engineers will conclude
that the spaceships can fly safely
with the cracks and that no repairs
are needed. But if the cracked liners need to be replaced, it could
take months to manufacture new
parts. No spares are available.
Investments Since 1854

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Seven engineering teams,
involving workers around the
country, are working practically

nonstop to determine the severity
of the problem and devise solutions.

You find the house
and
I'll help you open the door.
I'll sit down with you, one-on-one, to
create the financing plan that best fits
your budget, lifestyle and dreams.

DARREN JONES
Global Mortgage Link
To schedule an appointment call 753-7407.
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Thank you
Kentucky

We appreciate your vote in the
recent Best of Kentucky contest
sponsored by Kentucky Monthly
magazine.
Hilliard Lyons is proud to be
designated Best Investment Firm.
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Birthdays

Farmer's Market
continues downtown

Engagement

VandeGrift will celebrate birthday
Frederick VandeGrift will celebrate his 80th birthday on Sunday,
July 14.
He and his wife, Marjorie,
moved'to Murray from New Jersey
in 1984. The couple will celebrate
their 59th wedding anniversary
later this month.
VandeGrift's family
join
him in Murray for a family reunion
and birthday celebration.
Coming for the event will be his
daughters, Marjorie Heiden of Port
Charlotte, Fla., and her daughter,
Laura Nardozza of San Francisco,
Calif.. Nanci VandeGrift of
Prescott, Ariz., and Sandra Turek
and
husband. Frank, from
Scottsdale, Ariz.; his sons, Fred
VandeGrift and wife, Nancy, and
their daughter, Kim, of Oakland,
N.J., and Vaughn VandeGrift and
wife, Sue, of Statesboro, Ga., and
their children, Beth of Williams,
Va., David of Asheville, N.C., and

Murray Main Street continues with the special
feature of Downtown Farmer's Market every
Saturday on the Murray courtsquare.
Locally grown produce (some organic), fresh
herbs, cut flowers and perennials, salsas, homemade
breads, baked goods and more are featured each
Saturday from 7:30 a.m. to noon.
It is wonderful to have this special market here
each Saturday in Murray at the newly landscaped
downtown area.
Jo's
Many of us were uneasy at first about the changDatebook ing of the courtsquare area; but since it has been
By Jo Burkeen completed, it is a special asset to the city. The sidewalks are so nice and the crosswalks at the intersecCommunity
tions
are wonderful.
Editor
Thanks to Robin Tamer and the Murray Main
Street board and to all those who had a part in this endeavor. Changes
sometimes are hard to accept, but remember with changes come
progress for the city and county.

AI

VandeGrIft

MHS All-School reunion Saturday

Mark of Chapel Hill, N.C.
Vaughn's family members are
former residents of Murray. Dr.
Vaughn VandeGrift was on the faculty of Murray State University.

The Murray High School All-School reunion will be Siturda9;-Jul)i. 13
at 11 a.m. at the Murray High School building at Doran Road and Sycamore
Streets, Murray. Lunch will be served at 12:15 p.m., but all reservations
have been made and no extra lunch tickets-will be available. The event will
be at the MHS building because of the construction now undergoing at the
Murray Middle School, former MHS building. For information call Roy
Weatherly, 759-1795.

Underhill honored
on first birthday
Christian James Underhill celebrated his first birthday with a
party on Saturday, June ,29, at
Murray-Calloway County Park.
He was born July 2, 2002.
He and his family enjoyed cake
and homemade ice cream. He also
had cake of his own and received
many gifts.
Underhill is the son of James T.
and Lisa Underhill.
His grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. James B. Underhill and Mr.
and Mrs. Lecile Bebber, all of
Murray.

Soccer event on Saturday

Boaz and Jones

Underhill

Mrs. Carol Sparenberg of Snellville, Ga., and Don Boaz of Murray
announce The engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Laura Kathaleen Boaz of Memphis, Tenn., to George Bradley Jones of
Jackson. Miss., son of George and Tammy Jones of Jackson.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Jimmy Rickman of Murray.
The groom-elect is
.
.the grandson of Leona Jones, Billy and Patsy Harvey,
and Tommy and Jeanette Hunter.
Miss Boaz is a graduate of Harpeth Hall High School and of the
University of Mississippi. She is assistant manager for JWH Properties.
Mr. Jones is a graduate of Northwest Rankin High School and of the
University of Mississippi. He is employed with Strategic Financial
Partners.
The wedding is scheduled on Saturday, July 27, 2002.

FamilyRe,.

Births

Kelly reunion July 13
the Kelly family reunion will be Saturday. July 13, at New Zion
Missionary Baptist Church in Marshall County. Doors will open at 11 a.m.
and lunch will be ,served at noon. For more information call Kelly L.
Freeman at 753-3993.

Jones reunion Saturday
The descendants of Solomon Jones of Golden Pond will hold their second annual reunion on Saturday, July 13, at 10 a.m. at the Kenlake State
Resort Park Bayview building. A potluck lunch will be served at noon. All
relatives and friends are invited. For information call Retta Balentine at 1270-522-6192.

111 on ill< co()419t-issyll41410(

mootay
PKE-saifoct. Co-Op
"A FAIIIIiLY AFFAir
Has openings in its Monday and
Wednesday classes for Ll and 5-year-olds
and is taking applications for .20O school
Year for the 3 and 0-year-old program.

Rainey Ray Gaddie

Jaelynn Kori Ross

Jason Ross and Melissa Cameron of Hardin are the parents of a daughter, Jaelynn Kari Ross, born on Tuesday, June 25, 2002, at 6:34 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds 10 ounces and measured 21112 inches.
Grandparents are Laurie Haley Ross Jr. and Connie Ross, Randy and
Barbara Grooms and the late Darrell Cox.
Great-grandparents are Charles and Louise Haley, Donnie and Marcia
Pigg, the late Nicky Ross, Virginia Rogers,Truleena and Pete Smith and the
late Gerleen Cox.

Joseph Tyler Elmore
Eric Joseph Elmore

and Amanda Wilkerson are the'parents of a son,
Joseph Tyler Elmore, born on Saturday, July 6, 2002, at 11:11 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds 10 ounces and measured 20 1/2 inches.
Grandparents are Bill Duncan and Arlene Elmore of Dexter, Richard
Elmore of Del City, Okla., Larry and Kelly Wilkerson of Stillwater, Okla.,
and the late Beverlye Saxton of Murray.

SHERIFFS BOYS & GIRLS
HEADQUARTERS
iAYlf S101-SS
XI ClItIVF
11IRECTOR
- 1978

Phone Ihenia Gibson for more info:
753QI25.
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HELP US CELEBRATE
31 YEARS IN BUSINESS
(1971 - 2002)

Early Bird Birthday Specials
31% off all merchandise
10 a.m. - 1 p.m.(excluding sale items)
Special Promotions 1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
and a few surprises

ATTEND CAMP...Calloway County Sheriff Stan Scott sent six
local girls to the Kentucky Sheriffs' Boys & Girls Ranch at
Gilbertsville for a free week of summer camp for 8-11 year
olds. Pictured are five of the local campers.

Congratulations
Mary Jane Roberson

Thank You for 31 great years!
The Best is Yet to Come...

v'w
eiR
(ok oopbeviq
Gift and Scrapbook Patch

Downtown Court Square • Murray, KY 42071
270-753-0859

Calloway County Baseball Diamond Club will meet Sunday, July 14, at
7:30 p.m. at Boulders. All parents and interested persons are urged to attend.

Glory Bound is tonight
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment will be tonight (Thursday), July
11, from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Glory Bound Coffee House, Chestnut Street, east
of Ryan Milk. Kailray Stone and The Kentucky Connection will be performing old time bluegrass gospel music. This is a project of Goshen United
Methodist Church and the public is invited to attend. There is no charge.

Murray and Calloway County high school and middle school athletes
may participate in the "Free" physicals for the upcoming school year on
Saturdays, July 13, 20 and 27,from 8 a.m. to noon at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Outpatient Services. For information call Allison
Lancaster at 762-1832.

Jeffrey Cemetery event Sunday

Homecoming at Jeffrey Cemetery, located on Highway 1346, Roosevelt
Road, east of Dexter, will be Sunday. July 14. The Rev. Paul Bogard will
speak at 11:30 a.m. with a potluck meal to follow. Persons unable to attend
may mail their donations for the maintenance of the cemetery to Jack Scott,
4904 Roosevelt Rd., or Patsy Stalls, 92 Jeffrey Cemetery Ln., both at
Dexter, KY 42036, or Marilyn McKinne. 1240 Howard Rd.. Farmington.
KY 42040.

North Council will meet
North Elementary School site-based Decision Making Council will meet
Friday, July 12, at 7:30 a.m. in the staff lounge,according to Carolyn Enoch,
secretary at North. The meeting is open to the public.

Ruling Star Lodge plans promotion

Ruling Star Lodge #5I of Free and Accepted Masons will be selling
BBQ rib dinners and slabs ofribs on Saturday, July 13, from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m. at the lodge hall, 210 Walnut St., Murray. The public is urges to support this fundraising effort of the lodge, a member said.

Musical programs planned
Live music, dancing and entertaining featuring Mrs. Dahn, her father,
H.C. Keith, and the Scott Boys is held every Thursday, Friday and Saturday
from 7 to 10:30 p.m. at the Shed in Dexter.

Need Line lists special needs
Need Line has issued a list of items needed to till the baskets for clients.
Food items needed are saltine crackers, pork and beans, spinach, canned
meat, carrots, juices or drinks and mixed vegetables. Personal hygiene and
cleaning supplies needed are dish liquid, shampoo and deodorant. Also egg
cartons are needed. Tonia Casey, executive director, said "our food supplies
and personal hygiene supplies are very low at this time and the items listed
above are extremely low." Persons having items to donate may take them to
the Need Line office at 804 Story Ave., Murray. For information call 753NEED. Need Line is a United Way agency.

Between the Rivers to meet

Photo provided

Sat., July 13th, from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Baseball Diamond Club to meet

Sports physicals to be given

Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Gaddie. Chaucer Drive, Murray, are the parents of
a daughter, Rainey Ray Gaddie, born on Tuesday, July 2, 2002, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds 12 ounces. The mother is the 'former
Emily Apperson.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Walt Apperson of Murray and the late Mr.
and Mrs. Shelby Gaddie of Russellville.

Classes are taught by Evelyn Bolin, a
certified teacher with a master's degree
and .20 years experience.

Calloway County -toys Soccer Association will meet on Saturday, July
13, at the soccer complex as follows: middle school age group at 10 a.m.;
junior varsity group at 1 p.m.; and varsity group at 3 p.m. Also this will be
a workday and parents are encouraged to stay for this special work from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. For information call Mark Kennedy at 753-8562.

One Million
Dollar
Producer
2002

Between the Rivers. Inc. will hold its annual meeting Saturday, July 13,
at Star Camp, located in the Land Between the Lakes national recreatiorial
area. The purpose of the meeting will be to elect new officers and board of
directors and to discuss such other matters as may come before the membership. The business meeting will begin at noon with a potluck lunch to be
served at 1 p.m. All members are urged to attend.

Thrift shop to open here
Angels Attic Thrift Shop, 1628 West Main St., Murray, west of St.
John's Episcopal Church, will be open each Thursday from noon to 7 p.m.
for persons to shop for bargains. On Tuesday from noon to 7 p.m. the shop
will be open to receive donations of clothing, shoes and household items for
the shop. All items should be in good condition, washed and/or cleaned.
The shop was initiated and coordinated by St. John's Episcopal Church. All
funds from purchases will go toward the operation of the Angels
Community Clinic.

\\

Full Service Salon
IL Tanning

PeCETItor,e,

From the management & staff of..

KOPPERUD REALITY

711 Main St.

753-1222

•

Please Call 753-1682 Ask About Specials
Southside Shopping Center • Murray
StyltsVOwner - Cynthia Camp,
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Scholarships
Saunders given
scholarships

Scholarship given
to Robertson

l'he -.1y- Holland Scholarship is
awarded to an entering freshman
who is a graduate of Murray High
School. The recipient must be a student-athlete.
The Roads Scholars Leadership
Housing Scholarship is awarded to
students based on contributions to
school, church and community. The
award is applied to normal university housing charges and is a one-year,
nonrenewable award.
Olive is the daughter of florence
Olive of Murray.
During high school, she was
active in the Black History Club and
HOSA- 11. She played varsity basketball and was captain of her team.
She received multiple basketball
awards. In addition, she was
CoBasketball Homecoming Queen,
Student of the Week and vice president of the Black History Club. She
was recognized for athletic achievement by Who's Who Among High
School Athletes.

Steve Saunders, a 2002 graduate
Emily Robertson, a 1999 graduof Murray High School, has been
awarded a Marvin D. Mills ate of Christian Fellowship High
Scholarship and a Roads Scholars School, has been awarded a Mary
Leadership Housing Scholarship at Moore Lassiter Scholarship at
Murray State University.
Murray State University.
The Mary Moore Lassiter
The Marvin D. Mills Scholarship
Scholarship
is available to a student
is available to students with a minimum composite ACT score of 21 who has previously completed
who rank in the top 25 percent of freshman studies. The recipient
must be majoring in a field of busi-.
their class or hold a 2.75 CPA.
Recipients must be residents of ness.
Robertson, the daughter of Dan
Kentucky and graduates of a
and
Jeanie Robertson of Murray, is
Kentucky high school. Students
must exhibit academic potential and majoring in public relations at MSU.
During college, she has been
must have exhibited strong leaderactive
in the Sigma Alpha Iota music
church,
school,
ship abilities in high
fmternity for women, Gamma Beta
job or related organizations.
This scholarship is renewable for Phi honors fraternity, Murray State's
up to four years, provided recipients Concert Choir, Sock and Buskin
maintain full-time status and a mini- Theatre Organization and the Public
Relations Student Society of
mum 2.75 cumulative CPA.
The Roads Scholars Leadership America. She is also a member of
Housing Scholarship is awarded to Murray Christian Fellowship and
students based on contributions to New Life Christian Church.
school, church and community. The
award is applied to normal universiBen Cossey, a 2001 graduate of
ty housing charges and is a one year,
Calloway County High School, has
nonrenewable award.
Saunders, the son of Doris
Chase Redden, a 2001 graduate been awarded an Engineering
a
Physics
and
Saunders of Murray, is majoring in of Calloway County High School, Partnership
radio/television broadcasting at has been awarded an Accounting Development Scholarship at Murray
MSU.
Department Scholarship, a George State University.
The Engineering Partnership
During high school, he was S. and Lochie Hart Memorial
covers
the costs of housing for engiactive in the DECA Club, state Scholarship
and
a
George
drama team, speech team, Pep Club, Beiderwell Scholarship at Murray neering students.
Cossey, the son of Danny and
Black History Club and T.V. Club. State University.
Cindy
Cossey of Murray, is majorHe received a first-place award at
Accounting
Department
DECA Regionals and was a Top Scholarships are awarded account- ing in engineering at MSU.
SONO
Five Finalist at a State DECA ing major students based on acaCompetition. He was named a Top demic excellence.
Ten performer in Kentucky, and
The George S. and Lochie Hart
qualified for the state speech team Memorial Scholarship is awarded to
tournament. Saunders was a sports a graduate of Murray or Calloway
Heather Cleaver, a 1999 graduate
anchor with the TV. Club and bas- County high schools.
of Calloway County High School,
ketball game announcer in 1999. He
The
Beiderwell has been awarded a John W. Carr
George
also won an art contest.
Scholarship is awarded to residents Scholarship and a L. J. Hortin
of Kentucky west of the Pennyrile Journalism Scholarship at Murray
Parkway.
State University.
Redden, the son of Cary and
John W. Carr Scholarships can be
Rhonda Redden of Murray, is applied to tuition or room and board.
majoring in accounting at MSU.
This scholarship is renewable for a
total of four years provided specific
Jo Beth Robertson has been
academic standards are met.
awarded a Manning Stewart
Recipients should have a minimum
Memorial Scholarship at Murray
composite ACT score of 23, rank in
State University.
ing Stewart Memorial
Delanda Olive, a 2002 graduate the top 15 percent of their class and
Scholarship is available to native- of Murray High School, has been have demonstrated significant leadborn Kentuckians in the allied health awarded a Ty Holland Scholarship, a ership abilities in high school.
The L. J. Hortin Journalism
sciences and/or special education
Roads Scholars Leadership Housing
Scholarship
recipient mast major in
programs. Recipients must have Scholarship and a Student of the
career plans to provide services to Week Honor Award at Murray State journalism or a related field and
have a minimum 3.0 GPA.
the mentally handicapped.
University.
Robertson, the wife of Joe Pat
Robertson of Murray, and the
daughter of Jim and June Norwood,
IRON FURNITURE 24 POTTERY
of Kirksey, is majoring in education
at MSU.
OPEN EACH WEEKEND THIS SUMMER
During college, she has been
2nd Weekend Sale Now In Progress
active in the College of Education
Fri Sat 8. Mon. 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Sun. 2 p.m.-4 p.m
'Other Weekend Hours 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Undergraduate Studies Committee
and has been a College of Education
Floral Arrangements• Wool Pottery Barn Rugs• Beds
student ambassador. In addition, she
• Bakers Racks•Sofa & End Tables• Dining Room Set
was listed on the Dean's List. In a
• Bar Stools• Bistro Sets•Yard Art
personal essay contest, she was
Lake
Hwy.
79
N., turn right at Troilinger's RN?and
awarded Best Student Essay.
storage hidgs. On Lakeway Circle Paris, T.V
We 71 be
ji)i- _vent!

Redden receives
three scholarships.

Cossey given
scholarship

Cleaver receives
MSU scholarships

Robertson gets
scholarship

Three awards
given to Olive

Cleaver, the daughter of Kenneth
and Cindy Cleaver of Murray, is
majoring in public relations at MSU.
During college, she has been
active in Alpha Omicron Pi social
sorority, Gamma Beta Phi honor
society, Sigma Eta honor society,
Alpha Mu Gamma foreign language
honor society, Gamma Sigma Alpha
Greek honor society and intramural
sports. She has also been a Murray
State Student Ambassador and a fall
orientation leader.

Local student
gets scholarship
Emily Cleaver, a 2000 graduate
of Calloway County High School,
has been awarded an Allbritten-Linn
Accounting Scholarship and a Mary
Moore Lassiter Scholarship at
Murray State University.
The Allbritten-Linn Accounting
Alumni Scholarship is awarded to
upperclassmen majoring in accounting. Recipients must have been recommended by the department.
The Mary Moore Lassiter
Scholarship is available to a student
who has previously completed
freshman studies. The recipient
must be majoring in a field of business.
Cleaver, the daughter of Kenneth
and Cindy Cleaver of Murray, is
majoring in accounting and computer information systems at MSU.
During college, she has been
active in Alpha Sigma Alpha, Phi
Beta Lambda, Sigma Eta honor
society and the National Society of
Collegiate Scholars. In addition, she
served as a freshman year leader.

Photo provided

CERTIFICATE PRESENTED...Judy Moore R.N., right, was
recently honored for nearly a year of service as interim director of the Angels Community Clinic. Donna Herndon. left,
chair of the clinic board, presented Moore with a recognition
certificate on behalf of the board and patients served.

Jones selected for Who's Who

Todd presented
MSU scholarship
James Clinton Todd, a 1999 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has been awarded an Art
Auction Scholarship at Murray State
University.
The Art Auction Scholarship is
awarded by the art department to a
student who has entered or worked
at the Annual Art Auction.
Recipients must submit a portfolio
to be reviewed by the department.
Todd, the son of Samuel Todd
and Mary Dawn Earheart, both of
Murray, is majoring in art at MSU.

Tiffany Gayle Jones has been
notified of her acceptance to Who's
Who Among American High School
Students. She will be a junior thir
fall at Calloway County Hie'
School.
This is her second consecutive
year to be chosen for this academic
honor. Only one-half of one percent
of students accomplish this level of
recognition.
Her biography will appear in the
2002-2003 yearbook, Recently she
was also chosen to be published in
the National Honor Roll yearbook
of 2002-03.
Jones is the daughter of Terry and
Tresa Jones and the sister of Megan,
all of Murray.
Her grandparents are William
and Fronie Eldridge and her greatgrandmother is Dora Jones, all of
Murray.

Jones

Art Guild plans youth workshop
Murray Art Guild will host a
youth workshop for students in
sixth, seventh and eighth grade the
week of July 22 to 26. Classes with
limited enrollment will be from
noon to 3 p.m. each day. Mickey

Garrison, art teacher at Calloway
County Middle School, will be the
instructor in drawing, watercolor
and sculpture primarily. For more
information and to enroll call Alesia
Parker, 759-0120.
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Murray Middle
School

Murray Elementary
School
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Hours of Operation
MMS: 3:00-6:00PM
Intersession:
6:45AM-6:00PM
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Fall
Registration

MESA
Reg '68'

Hours of Operation
MES: 2:30-6:00PM
6:45AM-6:00PM

Registration Fee (non-refundable) $15/one/child, $20/two children,$25/three children

Regular Weekly Rates:
$15- $40/one child, $20-$60/two children
$25-$75/three children
S
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August 1, 5:00-6:30 PM
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Intersession Weekly Rates
$60/one child
$90/two children
$105/three children

Special orders available
Certain styles available in wides
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Starts Friday at 10Am
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Chestnut Hills Plaza • 270.753.6242
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Selig offers quick fix
for NI-Star blunder
MILWAUKEE (AP) — Bud
Selig has a quick fix to make sure
no All-Star game ever ends in a
tie again.
It has nothing to do with expanded rosters or outfielders pitching
or pitchers returning to the lineup or a home run derby.
The commissioner wants a return
to simpler times — and simpler
box scores. He would like teams
to stop using every player on the
roster and sending in a new pitcher every inning. The suggestion
will be made in the offseason.
On Tuesday night, Barry Bonds
played three innings and Robert
Fick seven in a game that ended
7-7 after 11 innings when managers Bob Brenly and Joe Torre
ran out of players.
"We have to learn from this
now," Selig said. "That needs to
be re-evaluated more than adding
players onto the roster. Starters
should play longer. Pitchers used

SPENCER GREENIAP Photo

LONG NIGHT ..Baseball Commissioner Bud Selig (center), American League manager Joe
Torre (left) and National League manager Bob Brenly pause during a post-game press
conference at the All-Star Game in Milwaukee on Tuesday.

to always play a minimum of three
That it occurred in his homeinnings."
town made him all the more heavySelig thinks All-Star managers hearted, but Selig said, "it would
have felt pressured to play every- be painful anywhere."
body since 1993. Pitcher Mike
He acknowledged the criticism
Mussina, then with the Orioles, has hurt him deeply.
didn't get into the game in Bal"I know how they feel and I
timore.
can assure them I feel worse than
Of course, playing everybody they do," he said.
ensures higher TV ratings because
He said he was praying for a
every market has players who will tiebreaking finish, but Benito Sanappear sooner or later.
tiago looked at strike three with
"This will never happen again," the winning run on second base,
Selig said.
ending the game in a deadlock
The commissioner said he had amid a chorus of boos.
no choice but to declare a tie
"I'll say this, if Benito Santiwhen Brenly and Torre summoned ago would have gotten a hit, I'd
him.
have leaped out onto the field and
Brenly informed Selig that pitch- hugged him and carried him out
er Vicente Padilla had trouble loos- on my own shoulders," Selig said.
ening up. Selig said if Padilla had "I was so nervous in the last of
been healthy, he would have ordered the 11th. I was hoping somebody
the game to continue.
was going to take me off the
"This has been one of the sad- hook."
dest experiences in my life," said
Selig said he left the stadium
Selig.
in shock and had a sleepless night.

Fans strike back with threat of boycott

•
By STEVE WILSTEIN
up and shout: "We're mad as hell and
Organized by tans trom several Web strikes or the loss ot their teams.
fans."
AP Sports Writer
we're not going to take it anymore."
sites, the strike against all major league
"We're trying to let the players and
A sellout crowd in Milwaukee departA baseball strike is on.
Boycott all major league ballparks. Go games is an idea whose time has come. owners know that there's a third party in ed in disgust, many chanting "Bud must
By fans.
to a minor league game, instead. Watch
Empty seats, returned tickets and a this, and that's the fans," said Don Wade- go!" and "Let them play!" when comAnd the timing couldn't be better.
the local American Legion teams. They're flood of letters to the teams would help witz of Milwaukee, whose Web site, MLB missioner Bud Selig called off the game
The first day back from the All-Star more fun, anyway.
send the message to players and owners Fan Strike, was inundated with messages after 11 innings with the score 7-7.
game's no-winner fiasco. The day labor
Don't watch games on television or that fans are angry. They don't like being after Tuesday night's All-Star game.
"They treated it like it was a meantalks resume with a threatened strike loom- listen to them on radio.
taken for granted, paying ever-steeper
"Fans are more fed up now than ever. ingless game," said David Cuscuna of
ing.
Don't wear caps and shirts with team prices, wondering if players are pumped The All-Star game showed once again Fort Lauderdale, Fla. "They're telling the
Thursday is the day for fans to stand logos. Don't hin any
up on steroids and being subjected to
that baseball doesn't really care about the fans this game doesn't matter."
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
jERlC
•

Games
To Watch
Friday
9 am. — Jefferson City (Mo.) vs. Downers Grove (III.), Court 2.
10 a.m. — Lavergne (Tenn.) vs. Stag
(Canada). Court 1; Toronto vs. Riverdale
(Tenn.). Court 2.
11 a.m. — Bartlett (Tenn.) vs. Centralia (IK). Court 1.
Noon — Paducah Tilghman vs. RalieghEgypt (Tenn.). Court 2.
1 p.m. — Kansas City Premiere vs
Centralia, Court 2; Marshall Co. vs.
Memphis White Station. Court 3: Dyer
(Tenn.) vs DuQuoin (III.). Court 5.
2 p.m. — Lavernge vs. Memphis Ridgeway, Court 1.
3 p.m. — Cairo (III.) vs. Raliegh-Egypt,
Court 2.
4 p.m. — KC Pre. vs. White Station,
Court 1; Dyer vs. Bartlett, Court 3.
5 p.m. — Riverdale vs. Centralia, Court
1
6 p.m. — Memphis Melrose vs. Toronto. Court 1; Jefferson City vs. Bartlett,
Court 2; DuQuoin vs. Raliegh-Egypt
Court 3.
7 p.m. — Calloway vs. Dyer, Court 1
8 p.m. — KC Pre. vs. Toronto, Court
1; Ridgeway vs. Riverdale. Court 3
Local Games
Murray High — vs. Gallatin (Tenn.), 1
p.m.; vs. DuOuoin, 3 p.m.; vs Union
City (Tenn.), 5 p.m.
Murray High B Team — vs. Henry Co.
(8). 9 a.m.; vs. Marshall Co. (B). 11
a.m.; vs. Union City (B), noon. vs.
Graves Co. (8). 2 p.m.
Calloway Co. — vs. Jefferson City. 11
a.m.; vs. Gibson Southern (Id). 2
p.m.; vs. Dyer, 7 p.m.

Prosecutors review evidence
against Philly guard Iverson
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Allen
Iverson shot baskets with family
and friends on a court -outside his
sprawling mansion, one day after
police said they have enough evidence to arrest him.
Prosecutors said they were not
ready to decide whether the
Philadelphia 76ers star should be
charged with forcing his way into
an apartment with a gun last week
and threatening two men while
looking for his wife.
Iverson and his wife, Tawanna,
had been arguing for two days,
and the player threw his wife out
of their suburban Gladwyne mansion naked, according to tapes of
a 911 call obtained by The Philadelphia Inquirer. Tawanna Iverson went GUILTY. OR NOT?...Prosecuinto hiding with another man, the tors are discussing whether
newspaper said.
or not to press charges
Police presented their case to against Sixers.
guard Allen
the district attorney's office
after an incident last week
Wednesday in a meeting that lasted nearly three hours. Detectives involving his wife.
believe they have sufficient evi- II months have commented pubdence to charge Iverson with aggra- licly. His attorneys did not return
vated assault, a felony, as well as phone calls Wednesday and Iverterrorist threats and related offens- son ignored reporters who shoutCS.
ed questions to him from beyond
"After discussing everything a fence at his mansion Wedneswith the police department, we came day night.
to the conclusion that the invesAbraham, in Hershey for a contigation would continue," said ference, said the 27-year-old guard,
Cathie Abookire, a spokeswoman one of the NBA's most dazzling
for District Attorney Lynne Abra- players, would receive no special
ham.
treatment.
Neither Iverson nor his wife of
"We treat everybody in this

°thee the same,- she said.
Lt. Michael Chitwood, who participated in an investigation of
Iverson, met with prosecutors and
called the delay standard. He said
prosecutors did not view the case
as weak.
Iverson, a former league MVP,
is accused of going to the Cobbs
Creek Court apartment complex to
look for Tawanna and cousin, Shaun
Bowman, who lives there. Neither
was there, said Charles Jones, 21,
who has lived in the apartment
since March.
Jones made the 911 call more
than 10 hours after Iverson arrived,
the Inquirer said. During the call,
Jones said Iverson threatened to
kill his wife and shoot Jones, the
newspaper added.
Jones met with police Tuesday
and told reporters Iverson had a
gun when he forced his way inside
the apartment early on July 3 and
threatened Jones and another man.
Police said Iverson has no gun
permit, nor does he have a gun
registered in the' state of Pennsylvania.
As a teenager, Iverson was arrested in a Hampton, Va., bowling
alley brawl in 1993 and spent four
months in prison before then-Gov.
Douglas Wilder granted clemency.
The conviction was overturned on
appeal in 1995.
In 1997, Iverson pleaded no
contest to a gun charge.

-

Bulls sign No. 1
Todd narrows search
draft pick Williams to three for new AD

CHICAGO (AP) — Duke star
guard Jay Williams, the No. 2
pick in the NBA draft, signed a
three-year deal with the Chicago
Bulls on Wednesday.
The 6-foot-2 Williams. who
helped Duke win the national title
in 2001, left school after his jun-/ ior season, when he won the Naismith and Wooden awards. was
the AP Player of the Year and
was a unanimous First Team AllAmerican. Williams also was an
All-American as a sophomore.
when the Blue Devils won the
national championship.
"We're ecstatic, it's the culmination to two months of effort on
our part and on their part to get
it together." said Williams' agent
Bill Duffy. The deal, he said, is
worth close to $10 million.
Under the collective bargaining
agreement, rookie first-round contracts are for three years with a

team option for a fourth season.
Last year, the No. 2 overall pick,
the Bulls' Tyson Chandler. had a
salary of $3.3 million for his first
season.
"Its a true honor to be part of
an organization that every little
kid once dreamed about," said
Williams, who will begin his professional career next week in the
Rocky Mountain Revue, a summer league based in Salt Lake
City.
After he was selected by the
Bulls and met several of his new
teammates last month, Williams
said he couldn't wait to get started in the NBA.
"As soon as I stepped in this
city and I met these guys. I knew
there was a connection," he said.
"I just knew I clicked with these
guys and everything was easy. You
didn't have to work to make something happen, it just happened."

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — University of Kentucky President
Lee Todd has narrowed his list of candidates to become the
school's athletics director to three, a school official said Wednesday.
Todd and members of an advisory panel he created to help
with his decision met with at least one of the candidates in Lexington on Wednesday, school spokeswoman Mary Margaret Colliver said.
'The president is continuing with the process of interviewing
finalists for the position," Colliver said, adding that she could not
disclose the identities of the finalists.
"I'm not sure how many of the three remaining on his short
list that he met with (Wednesday). As of now, no decision has
been made and no announcement has been scheduled."
Todd was unavailable for comment Wednesday, Colliver said.
The job has been vacant since March 5, when Larry Ivy resigned
in the wake of serious recruiting violations in the football program and a poor review of the university's athletics department.
A committee appointed by Todd to look into the department's
practices recommended that Ivy be let go to make necessary
reforms.
Terry Mobley. the school's director of development and a former basketball player under coach Adolph Rupp, has served as
interim athletics director since Ivy's resign:dim

AND THE WINNERS ARE...Four members of the Murray Youth Swim Team display the awards they received
for their performances in the Mt. Vernon/Larry Jukes
Memorial Freestyle Invitational, held last month in Mt.
Vernon, Ill. Pictured (from left) are MacKenzie Graves,
Marissa Whittenberg. Josh Hill and Morgan Williams.

Swim team earns
recent honors
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Members of the Murray Youth
Swim Team recently competed
in the Mt. Vernon/Larry Jukes
Memorial Freestyle Invitational, held at Mt. Vernon, Ill.
Four swimmers from the team
each placed in the Top 12 of
the two events they were allowed
to enter.
MacKenzie Graves placed
eighth in the 50-meter event
for 12-year-old girls and 11th
in the 100 meters. Meanwhile,
Marissa Whittenberg placed
eighth and ninth, respectively,
in the II-year-old girls' division of the 50-meter and 100meter events.
Josh Hill was the team's only
first-place finisher, winning the
100 meters in the boys' 12year-old competition. Hill also
placed fourth in the 50 meters.
Morgan Williams was Murray's lone 14-year-old girls'competitor, finishing fifth in the
100 meters and sixth in the 50meter event.
In a June 22 competition at
the Marion Wellness Center, the
MYST produced a strong showing with 527 points to host
Marion's 622.
In the girls' events, Murray
claimed 24 first-place finishes
in five individual competitions
and in two team relays.
Top finishers in the freestyle
event were Lauren Erickson,
Alyssa Erickson, Lyne Basiak
and Morgan Williams., Firstplace winners in the backstroke
were Lauren Erickson, Alyssa
Erickson, Basiak and Williams.

In the individual medley competition, Basiak, Williams and
Alyssa Erickson were the winners. Emmy Basiak, Alyssa
Erickson, Lyne Basiak, Williams
and Audrey Ferguson claimed
first-place honors. Lauren Erickson, Alyssa Erickson, Lyne Basiak and Williams won the butterfly competition.
Murray's 8-under 100-meter
relay team won first place, as
well as its 12-under 200-meter
squad. The medley relay competiton produced a first-place finish for the local squad's 81-•
under 100-meter team.
On the boys' side, the Murray team finished first 19 times
in five individual categories and
earned two top awards in a pair
of relay events.
First-place winners in the
boy's freestyle included Logan
Oatman, Alex Haneline, Cole
Miller and Curtis Smotherman.
Oatman, Miller, Smotherman
and Yuan Wong also finished
atop the boys' backstroke event.
Wong, Miller and Smotherman also took top honors in
the 100-meter individual medleys in the 10-under, I2-under
and 14-under divisions, respectively. Oatman, Wong, Miller and
Smotherman picked up firstplace finishes in the breaststroke,
as well.
Oatman, Haneline, Miller and
Smotherman were first-place finishers in the butterfly competition.
The 13-under 200-meter
freestyle team took first place,
as well as the 200-meter medley squad.
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Tide
stuck
together

TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP) —
Even Janet Johnson expected a
few of his Alabama teammates to
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
ship after the prowam was
jump
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another school without having
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to sit out because of the two-year
postseason ban, but instead they're
getting ready for two-a-dato
start on Aug. 5.
"I don't. think (transferring)
crossed anyone's mind," senior
quarterback Tyler Watts said. "I
think we all pretty much had the
improved
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by
showings
CHATEAU-THIERRY, France
attitude, 'If you want to leave,
(AP) — Lance Armstrong moved U.S. Postal team, he said.
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The Spanish team won the fourth behind the leader.
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THUNDER EARNS SECOND...The Murray Thunder 10-under team recently finished
second in the second annual Freedom Fest Tournament, running their season record
to 22-11-1. They are currently ranked No. 1 in the state and No. 5 nationally. Team
members pictured include (front row, from left) Austin Lilly, Andrew Cavitt, Mario Pannunzio. Hunter Henson and Logan Burks. (Middle row) Ryan Kelly, Cody Redden,
Austin Hargrove. Brock DoN.vney and Tanner Richerson. (Back row) Coaches Cary
Redden. Aaron Swain and Jeff Downey. Not pictured is Nathan Kelso.

Armstrong moves into
third with teamwork

placed second in the 14-under
CHAOS FINISH SECOND...The West Kentucky Chaos
Tournament in Owensboro last
Softball
division of the Kentucky State ASA Fast Pitch
Ashley Thweatt. Chelsea Morleft)
from
row,
weekend. Team members include (front
row) Coach Paul Radke,
(Back
Massey.
Jill
ris, Bristin Prowell, Casey Staley and
Rammage and coach
Kiely
Radke,
Carrie
Cope.
Kalyn Fox, Jessica Greer. Amber
Steve Massey.

SUMMER SPECIALS

SportsBriefs
The Murray High Quarterback Club
invites all Tiger fans to the 2002 kickoff party, scheduled for 6.30 p.m on
July 23 at the practice field on the
MHS campus Season tickets will be
on sale at the event.
Tryouts for the Murray High School
boys' varsity and junior varsity soccer
teams will be held Monday, July 15
from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m at the Mallary
France Soccer Complex. Boys in grades
10-12 are eligible for varsity tryouts.
JV tryouts will be held on the field
adjacent to the vocational school, and
will be for boys in grades 7-9. A physsical examination must must have been
completed prior to participating in the
tryouts. Contact the MHS office concerning information regarding the free
examinations, which are scheduled for
this Saturday.

Tryouts fo'r the Mayfield Hurricanes
12-and-under competitive baseball team
will be held July 15 and July 22 at
the Mayfield ballpark The team, consisting of players born after Aug 1,
1990. will play tournaments in Murray
and Mayfield
For more information, contact coach
Rick Reed at 270-674-5924 or 270at
him
e-mail
or
210-4804
rareed wk net
The third annual Murray State University Fantasy Football Camp will be
held July 20 at Roy Stewart Stadium
For more information, call MSU
assistant coach Brendt Bedsole at 7626834 or the Racer football office at
762-6181

,
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Golf Cb
WEDNESDAYS
4 for the Price of 3

Bring a Foursome and only 3 Pay
_
Offer only good when paying full 18 Hole Rate

THURSDAYS
SENIOR DAY
Ages 55 and up Play for $15 Green Fee
Cart and Tax Not Included
Both offers not valid with any other discounts or coupons
COLLARED SHIRTS REQUIRED - Offer Expires July 31
CALL(731)642-7271 for The-Times
Located off Highway 79,5 Miles from KY Lake

\\ TV
\
Whether it's
retrievers or robins,
we have all the right
products — and all
the right answers
— to any ofyour critter
questions.

SOUTHERN
STATES
Growing Solutions Since 1923

F117171) IT
A

FIX up Rover's bed and
repel fleas all summer.

Red Cedar
Bedding 5 cu ft

Rated the 6th "Best Course in TN" by Golf Digest May 2001 Issue

Anyone interested in serving as an
official for high school girls volleyball
games this fall should contact Eldridge
Rogers by phone at 270-522-0339 or
by fax at 270-522-7208 Kentucky High
School Athletic Association (KHSAA)
certified officials registration is available
Boys ages 9-16 are invited to attend
the final Aaron Page Basketball Camp
Page. a former standout with the Murray State Racers and currently an
assistant boys' basketball coach at
Christian Fellowship School in Bnensburg, will direct an offensive skills
camp July 15-19 at First Baptist Church
in Paducah
The camp will last from 9 a m to
1 p m daily and is 585 per camper
There is a team discount Each camp
will include daily full-court games, individual and team competitions and
awards, a camp T-shirt and a written
shooting evaluation of each camper
that attends the offensive skills camps
For more information or to register. call 270-252-1531 or e-mail Page
at apbc20@yahoo corn

Good Through July 31, 2002

$ 49

1111.111111111101%

100-13714
*Our Certified
Pet Advisors
can show you exactly what you
should be feeding your pet

HWY.641 N. MURRAY
753-1725
1-800-472-8852

FEED 'em and keep 'em coming back

8, Gifts

50% OFF

to a quality, dependable food source!

*4114*Nip
1
"
.
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Wild Bird $
b ag
Fond 50lb

99
102 01030

*We also sell a complete line of feeders
and bird houses

Azaleas & Viburnums
Beautiful Spring Blossoms

Flower & Water Garden
Tour
July 20 & 21

LOOK WHAT ELSE WE SELL!

viN

5 gal Bucket N'y

LAVA ROCK * CARPET ROSES
Open Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Coal Tar Pavement
Sealer
49
090-02020

* Don't forget your applicator brush and gloves

& MORE.
See us for farm supplies, lawn & garden items, pet food, horse care products
RUSSELLVILLE COOP.
HOPKINSVILLE COOP
MURRAY, KY
Todd Branch
Russellville
Cadiz Branch
2829 Hopionsville Rd
Cadiz. KY
(770) 522-6681

Hopkinsville Branch
501 E 13th St
Hopkinsville, KY
(270) 885-8461

PRICES GOOD Al' P4RTICIPATING DEALERS

Branch
209 N Bethel St
Russellville, KY
(270) 726-7678

606 West Main St
Elkton, KY
(270) 265-5653

110 East Sycamore
Extended
:';'M 753 1423

www.SouthernStates.com
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Johnson conducts in China
Special to the Ledger
Dennis L. Johnson, associate
professor and director of bands at
Murray State University, recently
returned from Taiwan, Republic of
China, where he presented clinics,
guest conducted and served as a
band adjudicator.
Johnson began his weeklong visit
by conducting the Taiwan Army
Band of Taipei. Their conductor,
Major Hung-Yu Chang, invited
Johnson to prepare two American
works and present a conducting and
percussion clinic. Johnson then traveled to Taichung where he worked
with the Chinese Youth Corps Band,
an ensemble made up of high school
age musicians from throughout
Taiwan.
"This band • was _absolutely
incredible," said Johnson, who rated
their level of performance with
some of the best university bands in
the U.S. "The music I selected was
extremely difficult; however these
young musicians handled it with
ease and we had a great time together."
Later in the week, the Taiwan

Band Association hosted its annual
junior and senior high school band
competition. Johnson served as an
adjudicator for the competition
along with Toshio Akiyama, retired
founder and conductor of the
famous Sony Band of Kyoto, Japan;
Felix Hauswirth, instructor of conducting at the Basel Conservatory m
Basel, Switzerland; and Claude
Pichareau, instructor of conducting
and conductor of the wind band at
the renowned Paris Conservatoire in
Paris, France.
Concerts by the Taiwan Amy
Band and Chinese Youth Corps
Band concluded the weekend activities.
it was a wonderful experience
to conduct those bands in a great
hall with such an enthusiastic audience," said Johnson. "We were
called back for five encores."
Johnson has been invited to
Sweden and Singapore for related
wind band activities later this summer. He will also appear as guest
conductor for the "Banda Sinfonica
de la Ciudad Buenos Aires" in
Argentina in September.

At Playhouse

Photo

GUEST CONDUCTOR ... Dennis Johnson (second from left),
associate professor of bands at Murray State University, posed
for this photo following the final Gala Concert in Taichung,
Taiwan where he was invited to guest conduct. Pictured from
left are Major Hung-Yu Chang, director of the Taiwan Army
Band: Johnson: Toshio Akiyama, retired conductor of the
famous Sony Band of Kyoto, Japan; Felix Hauswirth, professor
of conducting at the Basel Conservatory in Basel. Switzerland;
and Mr. Toni Miuro. euphonium soloist with the Tokyo Kosei
Wind Orchestra.

Locals medal at May Murray State keyboard festival
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University was the site of the
14th annual Twentieth-Century Keyboard
Festival on May 4. Seventeen entrants each performed at least one selection of 20th Century solo
piano or organ repertoire. Sponsored by the keyboard unit of the department of music, the festi-

‘al was held in the Pertorming Arts Hall of the
MSU Fine Arts Building.
Among those receiving gold medals for their
performances were Patrick Hughes, Alan
Manning and Brittany Banik from Murray, Katie
Thomas from Kirksey, and Lyndsey Cleaver and
Lisa Cloud from Benton.

A silver medals went to Erin Oakley from
Cadiz, and bronze awards went to Matthew Cross
and Hayden Rogers from Benton
Teachers entering students included Margaret
Wilkins, Stephen Brown and Eleanor Brown of
Murray, and Yvonne Dodge of Cadiz.
KRISTY HOPPER/Ledger & Times photo

Whafever You Want.

You &of UM
New Shipments Are On The Way
So Fleming Furniture Will Do
Atoyfhiteg To Make Room!

CASH DISCOUNTS &
CUSTOM ORDERS?
FREE PAYMENTS & INTEREST
TO QUALIFIED BUYERS?
NEXT DAY
DELIVERY
ON 1N-STOCK
FURNITURE?

NAME BRANDS LIKE
THOMASVILLE,BROYHILL,
LA-Z-BOY,LANE,SERTA?

Anything You Want You &of If!
At Fleming All We Do Is Save You Money!
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A CALL FOR HELP ... Elwood P. Dowd (Pete Lancaster) is
in trouble with his sister (Cindi Cripps, left) and niece
(Emily Robertson, right) just because he claims to have a
6-foot white rabbit named "Harvey" as his best friend. The
prize-winning play by Mary Chase will be performed at the
Playhouse in the Park each Thursday through Saturday
until July 20. Curtain times are 7:30 p.m. on Thursdays and
8 p.m. Fridays and Saturdays. Robert Valentine directs the
cast of 11. Information on scheduling and group ticket
prices are available by calling 270-759-1752.

In the Spotlight
Playwrights meet Monday night
The West Kentucky Playwrights group meets Monday. July 15, at 7 p.m.
at Playhouse in the Park in Murray. Work-in-progress by Kathy Stewart and
Susan Piper will be read and discussed.
The purpose of the group is to encourage writers of all ages and all skill
levels. The group meets monthly for readings of new work by participants,
and plays are revised and re-read as part of the development process. A
series of staged readings of plays that are ready for audience evaluation will
be presented in September, through the West Kentucky Playwrights
Festival.
The Festival started in 1989 and has produced more than 60 new works
for the stage by playwrights ranging from middle school to middle age and
beyond.
"Having a group to help playwrights develop new work is something that
usually happens only in bigger cities," says Constance Alexander, playwright and artistic director of the group."We are so fortunate that Playhouse
in the Park continues its commitment to writers in the region."
For more intbrmation, contact Alexander at cacalexander@hotmail.com
or at 270-753-9279. •

'A Different Dialogue' showing in Mayfield
MAYFIELD, Ky. — Currently on display at the May held/Graves County
Art Guild is "A Different Dialogue," an exhibition of the work of photographer Terrie Gabis and sculptor Georjeana Coffield-Niles both of
Owensboro.
Both artists' work reflects their interest in nature found "as is." Although
the artists work in very different media, their art complements each other.
Both artists were award winners in Impression 2001, the Guild's annual
juried exhibition.
Gabis is originally from Northern Kentucky. She received a Bachelor of
Fine Art at Northern Kentucky University with an emphasis in Photography.
She received a Master of Fine Arts from the Maine College of Art in
Portland in May 2001. She currently resides in Owensboro where she teaches in both the Owensboro public school system and at Owensboro
Community College.
Coffield-Niles is by profession a journeyman carpenter. She has studied
stone carving at Kentucky Wesleyan and at Owensboro Community
College.
"A Different Dialogue" is on display at the Mayfield/Graves County Art
Guild through July 30. The Mayfield/Graves County Art Guild is open
Tuesday-Friday 10 a.m.-4:30 p.m. and Saturday, 10 a.m.-1 p.m. The Art
Guild is located in the historic Ice House, 120 North 8th St. (the corner of
North and North Eighth Streets) in Mayfield and is accessible to individuals
with disabilities.
Call the Guild at 270-247-6971 for more information. Admission to the
Gallery is free

Portrait workshops held at Graves art guild
MAYFIELD, Ky. — The Mayfield/Graves Co. Art Guild will otter two
workshops that will focus on treating portraits. The first workshop being
held is How to Draw a Face with Perfect Proportions to be taught by portrait artist, Harvey Parker.
No two faces are the same, but there are some general rules about proportions that are useful. The main emphasis of this class will be on the scale
and placement of facial features. For example, did you know that your ears
line up with the top of your eyes and the bottom of your nose? Harvey has
many more tips that will help you better understand the face and how to
draw it.
How to Draw a Face with Perfect Proportions will be on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings. July 16 and 18, 23 and 28 from 6 to 7:30 p.m. The cost
for the four class sessions is $40 for members and $56 for all other.
Materials are included.
The second class in the series being offered by the Mayfield/Graves Co.
Art Guild is Portrait Painting in Oils. Award winning artist Joyce Keeling
will be leading the workshop. Portrait Painting in Oils will be on Tuesday
and Thursday evenings. July 30.and August 1,6, and 8 from 6 to 8 p.m. The
cost for the four class sessions is $40 for members and $56 for all others.
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Classifieds
Murray Ledger a Times Fair Moos* Ad Notice

ADJUSTMENTS
Aoverfisers are requested to check the test
'iserton of Their ads kw any error Murray
edger & Times rAll be responsible for only one
correct insertion Any error should be reportod
so corrections can be made

AD DEADLINES
Fri. 11 a.m.
I Monday
Fri. 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Wednesday
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Thursday
Wed. 3 p.m.
Friday
- urday
Wed. 3 p.m.

All read estate adsenised herein is subiect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it illegal to adsertise any preference
limitation or discrumnation based on race color. religion. X
handicap. familial status or national ongin, Of intention to make
airy sixti preferences, limitations or discrimination
Side teas forbid

discrimination in the sale, rental or ads ertising ot
real estate based of factors in addition to those protected under federal
the will not knowingly accept any ads ertising or real estate which
I' in violation of the law All persons are hereby informed that all
dwellings advenived are available on an equal
opportunity bash
further assistance aith Fair Housing Ads ertising
requirements, contact NAA Counsel Rene P
t703)648-1000
For

YAM WIXOM
0411.0.1111VI

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale

425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & AT s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Wanted

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$7.25 Column Inch, 60' Discount 2nd Run,
40,i Discount 3rd Run.
All

Ad, Must Hun Within 6 Do) Period

$2.60 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

LINE Al)ti
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
$2.50 extra for Shopper Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide I $230 extra for blind box ads

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
010

010

010
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

010

010

060

020

010

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Notice

Legal
Notice

Help Wanted

N o!Ice

3 Site Directors and Coun
selors for Good Times
after school program,3-5
years experience in Child
Care/Elem. Edu. preferred.
Submit Cover letter, resume, references to
YMCA
808 Chestnut
Sheet Murray, KY 42071.

••

STAN SCOTT - SHERIFF
CALLOWAY COUNTY,KENTUCKY
DISTRICTS TOTALS
'lerk's Certification To Sheriff
Real Estate @.0280

STAN SCOTT.SHERIFF
CALLOWAY COUNTY,SHERIFF
COUNTY TAXES
$8,644,634.14

Less:

$135,843.65
$73,615.91
$5,799.15
$132,339.51
$347,598.22

Discounts
Exoneration Decrease
Refunds
Delinquent

Gross Collections

$8,297,035.95

$2,064.44
$57,792.51
$437,731.37
$496,588.32

Net Collections:
Less:
Sheriff's Collections Not Subtracted
From Monthly Report
$90,122.36

$291.82
$8,379.51
$174,412.70

Love Mason and Big Daddy

//‘,1 .*•. • 5..

Less:
Sheriff's Collections
Payable To Treasurer
Paid To Treasurer
Amount Due Sheriff

Gross Collections

$5,079,209.11

$1,383.53
$37,813.78
$262,318.67
$301,515.98
$5,380,725.09

Less: .
Sheriff's Commission
School Commission Not Subtracted From Report

Clerk's Certification To Sheriff:
Real Estate @ .1360
Tangible @ .45
Tangible @.05
Tangible @.15
Tangible @ 1-1/2
Tangible @ 1/10
Tangibles @.25
Intangibles @ 1-1/2
Annuities @ 1/10

$77,019.62
$90,122.36

020

SWEET CORN
Futrell Farm, AB Lassiter Road
will begin harvesting on or about
July 15th (weather permitting).
miles east of Murray (watch for sign
on 280) behind East School.

Call 753-8848 before 8 p.m.

Notice
PEACHES & TOMATOES
VEGETABLES, ETC
Copeland Orchards
Mayfield Ky 42066
623-8312

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

$2,043,362.35

Less:
Discounts
Exonerations Decreases
Refunds
Delinquent

$33,423.19
$14,121.58
$1,201.65
$28,153.31

6 varieties of corn.
Some available before 15th.

PEACHES

$1.75 dozen over 100 dozen $1.25

&
P\4 CREAM

Let us show you how to freeze
8 doz. in 20 minutes.
Please Bring Containers

voli,
What Do You Believe? How Sure Are You?
Will You Bet Your Soul On It?
Writ You Coil')
Porn 10 13

Hoye You Obeyed'?
Acts 22 16

$76,899.73
$1,966,462.62
Plus:
Exoneration Increases
Penalties
Franchise

SWEET
CORN
0 dozen
435-4323

$389.09
$11,599.22
$0

$1,978,450.93

Net Collections:
Less:
Sheriff's Commissions
Payable To Treasurer
Paid To Treasurer
Amount Due Sheriff

$84,423.34
$1,894,027.59
$1,894,042.77
$15.18
060

060

050

THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one well
try to find,
Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

DRIVERS:
CADIZ KY AREA
DROP & HOOK operation, NO TOUCH freight'
Bestway Express now has openings, drivers average
2500 miles per week, HOME TIME most weekends
VACATIONS PAID. Insurance, meet minimum age.
CLEAN driving record, CDL Class A,and ONE year
OTR experience. Security for your family! (800866-7633) 9 AM-4 PM Applications Available
online: www.bestwayexpress.com

fiest

;1

Express. Inc. FOE

Porn 63 Gal 327
It Not Why Not/

Receive It
&Neve It
Obey It
1 Pet 3 21
tieb 59
2 Thess 1 7-9
Have You Obeyed The Gospel/ 0 Not Why Not/
lt Wit Save You You Con Sot Your Soul on That
Need Help? Call 731-644 7133 emccarbetknyeas net

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of
Murray I Pricer & Tin •
First Come First Serve

EXPERIENCED Auto Detailed marl wanted Shop
and supplies furnished
489-2525

ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVE
Earn $35-40K plus full benefit package including 401K and stock options,
servicing established accounts in
local area. Only serious responses
apply.
Call today only 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
759-8947
Ask For Dan Daulton

NOW TAKING
APPLICATIONS
For all positions for all
shifts. Apply in person at

$11,988.31

Lost and Found

to inquire.Open 7:30 am - 7:30 pm

217 S. 12th St.
No Phone Calls Please
Ask For Richard
$1,431,078.27
$206,814.02
$76,865.46
$195,381.76
$1,205.63
$1.41
$129,273.63
$2,733.34
$8.83

$5,303,705.47
$5,303,772.41
$66.94

Notice

Help Wanted

Sonic Drive In

Total State Taxes

Net Collections

Notice

060
Help Wanted

Apply in person at

STAN SCOTT - SHERIFF
CALLOWAY COUNTY,SHERIFF
STATE TAXES

$215,569.26

020

060

RESTAURANT
MANAGER NEEDED

$61,289.47
$1,373,158.78
$1,373,170.89
$12.11

$5,294,778.37

Payable To Treasurer
Paid To Treasurer
Amount Due Sheriff

4

Net Collections:

$81,745.36
$44,867.52
$3,715.78
$85,240.60

Plus:
Exoneration Increases
Penalties
Franchise

Do you know this little Princess??
She has gone and gotten old.
Tell her happy birthday
Before she starts to mold!!!
Happy 30th Birthday, Christie!!

Plus:
Exoneration Increases
Penalties
Franchise

$1,434,448.25

$8,570,891.84
$8,570,986.07
$94.23

Less:
Discounts
Exoneration Decrease
Refunds
Delinquent Tax Bills

ASSISTANTS
needed.
Flexible hours, pay for performance.
Call 800-320-4991.
www.steadysalary.com
BOONE'S Laundry &
Cleaner has immediate
opening.
seamstress
Hours: 7-3:30 Monday Friday. No weekends. Apply at 605 Main.
CHEROKEE Hills Steak
House seeking experienced help. Servers, cashiers, hostess, kitchen help
and grill cook. Call TuesSat from llam-3pm. (270)
436-5566, ask for Patty.

$1,251,364.22

$183,084.03

Clerk's Certification To Sheriff

Baptism Puts Us Into Christ
Are You In Christ/

$55,129.23

$183,084.03

STAN SCOTT - SHERIFF
CALLOWAY COUNTY,KENTUCKY
ALL OTHER DISTRICTS

Do You Beileve/
Acts 8 36-37

$20,675.10
$14,626.81
$881.72
$18,945.60
$55,129.23

$222,732.43

Payable To Treasurer
Paid To Treasurer
Amount Due Sheriff

020

Less:
Discounts
Exonerations Decreases
Refunds
Delinquent

Gross Collections
$496,588.32
$8,793,624.27

Sheriff's Commissions

$1,073,303.68
$224,746.31
$79.58
$5,484.96
$2,878.92
$1,306,493.45

$347,598.22

Plus:
Exoneration Increases
Penalties
Franchise

Clerk's Certification 'lb Sheriff
Real Estate @.1020
Tangible @.1400 Full Rate
Tangible @ 4-1/2
Tangible @ 1-1/2
Inv. In Transit .07

Now Our Classifieds
Our On The t*b!
1

VISA

Sonic Drive In
217 S. 12th Street
No Phone Calls Please

CLEANERS Wanted
$6.50 hr. Saturdays only.
Call Americas Paradise
Resort 436-2767.
FULL Time position for RN
and LPN available in busy
medical office. Please
send resume to P.O.. Box
463, Murray, KY 42071.
Include 3 references and
complete past employment
history.
IMMEDIATE
position
open for light tech support and training by
phone on PowerClaim,
our property insurance
adjusting software. Send
resumes to Hawkins Research Inc. 1304 Chestnut Street Suite E Murray, KY 42071 or Vonyaepowerclaim.com.
(270)753-7001.
Immediately:
NEEDED
Qualified Carpet Installation helper. Full time position. Apply in person at
Joe Smith Carpet.
PRACTICAL DENTAL
ASSISTING
We are now taking applications for the class which
starts September 7th,
2002. You will be trained
on Saturdays for 11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for a
new career. Most Dental
Assistants have evenings,
weekends & holidays off.
For information call Dr.
Charles Bohle, 270-4420256. Limited enrollment,
call now.
REWARDING CAREER
OPPORTUNITY
Professional sales position
with excellent income
potential for a
self-motivated,
hard-working teamplayer.
Excellent fringe benefits.
Complete training
provided.
Bring or mail resume to
Fleming Furniture
305 North Main Street,
Benton, KY 42025 EOE.

TECHNICIAN/TRAINER. Kentucky Academy of Technology Education
(KATE). College of Education, Murray State University. Regular full-time
position to begin July, 2002. Qualifications. Bachelor's degree required
Knowledge of current education technology and a proven ability to communicate with educators. Knowledge of integrating technology into curriculum. Documentation of experiences working with university faculty
and/or public school educators I preferred. Troubleshooting, technical
assistance, and repair of computer and networking equipment is required
for on and off site activities. Expertise in Microsoft Office (especially
Access and FrontPage) needed. Examples of previous work using
Access are encouraged. Extensive knowledge of the Internet, related
plug-ins and graphics software. HTML and internet/database integration
is preferred. Able to multitask and work in a fast-paced environment.
Self-starter who is motivated to. explore, evaluate and learn new technology. Responsibilities: Assist in developing web-based courses and
instructional materials/web pages. Assist with the implementation of education technology initiatives sponsored by KATE and provide technical
assistance for KATE activities. Provide training to public schools, university faculty and students. Assist in Windows NT/Microsoft Exchange
Server Administration. Application Deaqhne: July 15, 2002 To Apply.
Send resume, three letters of recommendation, and portfolio of work
documenting the qualifications above to. Brenda C. Nix, Search
Committee, Kentucky Academy of Technology Education, Murray Sate
University. 226 Alexander Hall, Murray, KY 42071. Women and minorities

are encourage to apply. Murray State University is an equal education
and employment opportunity. M/F/D, AA employer.
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060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

410

340
Houses For Rent

060

060

3BR, 2 bath modular home
on shaded lot in Farmington 8 mos old Stove ref
dishwasher, microwave,
lawn care included W/D
hkup $415/mo Couple
only Dep & Refs required
No pets 731-4214 3452748

Help Wanted
Customer Service
Representatives

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE

A

Exciting, Growing Company
We are looking for hardworking, ambitious individuals to join a
winning team. As a fast growing company, we need those
who are eager to learn and ready to train to become an
experienced Customer Service Representative. Prior
experience in customer service relations is preferred but not
required. Come be a part of an exciting opportunity. Excellent
benefits, Health Insurance and 401K.

EVERYTHING new, completely remodeled 3 br
brick with large garage.
1.2 miles from MSU, central gas heat- A/c Large
utility room with washer
dryer, large kitchen with all
the appliances, 14x55 patio, outside storage building, tilt out windows, new
carpet, walk in clothes.
Too many extra to mention_ $650. month plus deposit, lease. No pets 7538944 after 500

1521 N.4th Street • Murray, KY
Just off of US Hwy.641
Over one acre of well located property.

NO
RESERVESl
'
1410-P-444r

C

Selling house and property to the highest bidder with no
minimums and no reserves.
Ms. Murlene Outland is spending more time out of state and
no longer wishes to keep her Murray property.
Property located just a short distance South of the US Hwy.
641 and the new 68/80 connection.
This property is well suited for - investment, rental, fix and
repair, starter home, development - lots of potential!

HAZEL 2 Bedroom 4928526
NICE 2 bedroom, 1 bath
within walking distance of
MSU. All kitchen appliances, low utilities, no pets.
Lease+deposit. References. $525.00/month. Call
753-6501.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

270
Mobile Homes For Sale

150

NEED someone in my
home to watch a 2 year
girl. 3 days a week. Call
759-3366.
WILL do Housecleaning
753-3802
100
Business
Opportunity
FOR Lease Convenience
store with kitchen and
branded gasoline Good
for husband and wife
team, or someone that
wants to be their own
boss. Call (270)753-0212
STAY home & do mail order business. Earn up to
$8,000/mo PTIFT. Step
by step system. We teach
you how. Free booklet 1800-416-8471
Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
•NEW Computer Systems
with Warrenty and 3 free
service calls $795
*Used Complete Systems
$250 to $800
Trade in welcome
Vernon's
753-7152
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or allt
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting Goods.
519 S 121h, Murray
GOOD used Air Conditioner, refrigerator, stove. carpeting. 753-4109
150
Articles
For Sale
CHAINSAW 18- like new,
$6500 759-4868

1993 Warrior
(270) 519-8323

W. Dan Farris - CM Auctioneer
Max R. Dodd - Broker
Brian Stedelin - App. Auctioneer
TLN: 2134
TFN: 2121
"The Sound of Selling"
P.O. Box 149
Hazel, KY (270) 492-8796
website: farrisauction.com
e-mail: wdan@ldd.net

Articles
For Sale
CLEARANCE Sale
All Plants & Garden Seed
reduced
Double & Single
Carports for sale
plus alot of other
equipment
Counters & Tables
Homegrown Tomatoes
till 15th
D&M Market
403 Sycamore

RELIANCE Homes
New 4 BR, 2 Bath. 1850
Sq. ft Doublewide Home
delivered and set up on
your lot with A/C S39,725.
Land home packages &
financing available. Located 2 miles North of Murray
Hwy 641 N. Call (270)
767-9442.

1

Apartments For Rent
1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay.
Coleman RE
759-4118

A ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Lake Area Property
Saturday, July 13, 2002 • 2 p.m.

FOR sale or lease. appox.
6,000 sq. ft. Business or
warehouse. 109 N. 3rd St.
$53,500. OBO. 753-7668
Days, 753-4919 Nights.

11742 KY Hwy.94E • Little Golden Pond, KY

C

Approximately 11 miles East of Murray near KY Lake. At the "Little
Golden Pond" sign turn north on to a private drive and come across
the creek and up the hill. This property will sell to the highest bidder regardless of price. Approximately 300 ft. off 94E on private
drive.
PRIVATE & WOODED
14x76 Fleetwood on foundation
Selling separate - washer • dryer • refrigerator and 9x15 Storage
building.
If you like to be near the lake and have been looking for a private
spot to enjoy nature yet your own water & septic this could be your
auction.

commerical prop. for rent

2 bedroom duplex, carport,
room, C/H/A
storage
$350.00 per month, no
pets. Call 753-9636.

750 Sq. ft. building with
heat, air and lighting, well
located at 404 N. 4th
Street, for office or retail
2 Story Executive type 3 business_ Plenty of parkBedroom 2 Bath
ing, front and back. 7593772.

SHOP COOL!!! Our models are air conditioned for
your comfort while you
GET America's Top 50 check out the Sunshine 2BR 1 BA. All appliances
Arrowhead furnished, Duplexes and
channels, plus 8 channels difference.
of HBO for $36.98 per Home Sales-3124 Hwy. Townhouses. 753-2062
month_ Get it free get it 79N-Paris, TN .Monday- or 437-4833 after 5:00.
TO
now. Call for more infor- Saturday 9:00AM
2BR. Duplex C/HA
mation and schedule your 600PM.
Coleman RE 759-4118
280
installation. 759-0901
3 and 4 bedroom house,
Mobile Homes For Rent
1-2, 3br apts. furnished,
GT Bicycles Zaskar, LTS
near MSU. 753-1252 or
2000DS, 2-Richochets, 2 Bedroom. No pets 753753-0606.
Tempest 753-8064
9866
3BR NEAR MSU
MOVIE and Game sale.
Coleman RE 759-4118
2 BR.. $235/M0
Over 2000 VHS starting at
2 BR., $255/M0
4br, Diuguid Drive Cole$5.00 Over 100 PSX and
753-6012
man RE 759-4118
PS2 Games for sale as 2BR .1BA Single wide in EXTRA nice 1 bedroom, 1
low as $6 95 Tanning country, close to town. bath, appliances turn
special 1 month unlimited large storage shed, large C/H/A, 1 yr lease 1
$30.00
lot, pets welcome. new month deposit 753-2905
carpet
throughout •EXTRA nice 1br in UniSTRAW for sale S2 Bale $300.00 (352) 291-1932
versity Heights. All ap489-2436 if no answer
2BR furnished, 8 miles plainces. Lease, no pets.
leave message
North, $235.00. 753-8582. deposit $325./mo.
160
Large very nice 3 or 4br
Rent to own 14x70
2BR
Home Furnishings
duplex Fallbrook All ap
Coleman RE 759-4118
3BR 2BA Doublewide, ga- plainces. Lease, no pets,
DINING room table, glass
rage, carporttarge screen deposit $740./mo.
top, marble base. 4 uphol753-4937 Day
porch, huge deck. pets
stered chairs, very nice
759-8926 Nights
welcome. $550.00. (352)
Askine S750.00 753-0534.
291-1932
APPROXIMATELY 80 Lin- EXTRA nice 2br., 1.5 bath
Lawn & Garden
eal feet x 12 high, alumi- townhouse appliances furnum siding. beige, from nished, W/D 1yr lease, 1
DAYLILIES over 100 van
pole barn, like new S300. month deposit No pets
eties. Freshly dug 51.00 (270) 474-8027.
753-2905
each. Bonus with pur- COUNTRY living- Private
EXTRA roomy 2Br, 2
chase. 684 Crossland
14x60. 2 bedroom mobile bath, w/ garage, applianRoad. 94 West to 783
CA/Heat. ces furnished 1yr lease &
home.
South/Crossland
Road, $250.00/month. (270) 7591 month deposit No Pets
then go 1 mile, house on
3269
753-2905
he left Monday-Friday afPICTURESKY and private, *FURNISHED 1br $265
ter 4:30p m Saturday afwell maintain, 7 mi. from 1br not furnished S245
ter ••00a m
Murray Fully furnished. Lease no pets, deposit
Utilities paid 5400 per
month. 753-0546 or 442- *2br in country, 15 miles
out $250 Lease, no pets,
9104.
EIGHT Scaffold weapons
deposit
320
Good condition 753-8875
753-4937 8-5
Apartments For Rent
LARGE 1 Bedroom inIRRIGATION pump, gun +
Bedroom apartment fur cludes washer and dryer
pipe Side arm Tobacco
759-5885.
sprayer After 5 00 489- nished near KY lake, no
NEW 2br apt. All applain436-6105
pets
2308
ces furnished Near MSU
1 Bedroom apt located
270
Coleman RE 759-4118
MSU, appliances furnear
Mobile Homes For Sale
NICE 2br duplex. Carport
nished, central heat and
and appliances. 1817
air Call 489-2181.
Ridgewood. 753-7457.
14X70 Belmont, 2 bed1 OR 2br apts near downRED OAKS APTS.
room. 2 bath on rented lot
town Murray starting at
Special
in country. Call 489-2059
$200/mo. 753-4109.
$100 Deposit
after 4 30 p m. or leave
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
1BR From $280
message.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
2BR From $325
902 Northwood Dr
1997 Fleetwood 14x60, viCall Today!
Monday.
nyl siding, shingle roof,
753-8668.
Wednesday, Friday.
2br, 1 1/2 Baths. CH&A.
nice
2 BR 1 BA
VERY
Phone 759-4984
utility pole, porch, one
apartment Appliances inHousing
Equal
must
move
owner,
cluding washer and dryer
Opportunity
$14,000. 270-753-0364.
759-5885
#1-800-648-6056
TDD
HIGH ON QUALITY, low
on price 4 Bedroom/2 1BR Apartments $195 to
Houses For Rent
Bath, 2003 Sunshine start- $225. Furnished or unfuring at 549 900 00
nished No pets. No lease
3 Bedroom house applian
Arrowhead Home Sales- required. 753-3949.
ces furnished, no pets, ref
3124 Hwy 79N -Paris. T.N
1BR apt available, all aperence required deposi
Monday-Saturday 9 00AM pliances furnished Murrequired Call 489-2181
TO 600 PM
Cal Realty 753-4444

AUCTION #2 • LAKE AREA LOTS
Also selling from the Little Golden Pond location will be 9 individual lots in the Unit 3 of KY Lake Development near Cypress
Resort. Lots 416-421 & 425-427 - buy one or all. Selling to the highest bidder regardless of price. All lot auctions conducted from the
"Little Golden Pond" location at 2:30 p.m. Saturday, July 13, 2002.
Property located South of New Concord, KY. From KY Hwy. 121
take Cypress Trail to Kline Trail. Turn left onto Kline Trail and follow to Dupree. These lots are located between Dupree & Cooksey
Street.
Terms on Real Estate: All properties 207 Down Day of Auction,
Balance Within 30 Days of Auction Upon Delivery of Deed.

CANCELLED

•
r/

The following auctions will be in addition to the
auction at 10 a.m. at 1521 N. 4th Street in Murray.

1`1F1or Sale Or Lease

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer

THE Bull Pen Steaks and
spirits is now hiring experienced managers, servers. busers, dishwashers.
Apply in person 2-4 pm,
mon-sat 110 S 5th st
090
Domestic & Childcare

Motorcycles & ATV's

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY

753-3853

No Walk In Applications

SEEKS DIRECTOR- The
Murray Art Guild is seeking a part-time director. 12
month position, flexible
hours and the support of a
strong volunteer base that
established
has been
since 1967. Send letter of
intent, resume and references to Murray Art Guild,
103 N 6th Street. Murray,
KY 42071 The Guild is a
nonprofit organization. For
more information call 4362533

HOUSE for sale
1888 Highland Road
Call 474-2708

Not responsible for accidents Announcements day of sale take precedence over all pnnted maternal

MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available. 753-2995 or 7537536.

All Size Units
Available

Help Wanted

HOUSE and 4 1/2 acres
1/2 mile south of New
Providence 4 Bedroom, 2
Bath, 24x27 living room,
tile floors, large country
kitchen, 30x52 shop (270)
492-8385

Terms on Real Estate: 20% Down Day -of Auction, Balance
Within 30 Days of Auction Upon Delivery of Deed.

CREEKVIEW STORAGES20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

Pulmo Dose Pharmacy
Attn: Human Resources
P.O. Box 1600
Murray, KY 42071

3BR 3 bath brick home
hardwood floors, finished
basement garage, storage
building 1103 Sycamore
$85,000 Call 498-8943 inside Murray area or 731498-8943 outside Murray
area

Any structure built prior to 1978 may contain lead based
paint. Successful bidder must sign a waiver ofthe 10 day post
sale inspection. Therefore all inspections should be made
prior to the auction date.

Storage Rentals

Send Resume to:

Homes For Sale

Public Sale

Saturday, July 13, 2002 • 10 a.m.

Call Center

060

410
Public Sale

Public Sale

Pets & Supplies
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858
LOVABLE
dogs
need
room to roam. 6 mo. old
lab/shepard mix and 2 yr.
old lab/retriever mix.
767-9575.

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY

390
Livestock & Supplies

TLN: 2134
"The Sound of Selling"
TFN: 2121
Hazel, KY (270) 492-8796
P.O. Box 149
website: farrisauction.com
e-mail: wdan@ldd.net

HAY For Sale
Approx. 80 round bales
clean fescue hay.
Huge rolls
approx 1800 lbs
Make Offer
759-1967
Buy one or all
410
Public Sale

W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer
Max R. Dodd - Broker
Brian Stedelin - App. Auctioneer

\ot responsible for accident, Announcementa day of sale take precedence over all pnnted matenal

Real Estate Auction
SATURDAY, JULY 20, 2002
SELLING AT 3:00 PM
Directions: From Murray, take 121 S approx. 13 miles, turn left on
Cypress Trail at new Mt. Carmel Bapt. Church approx. 2 miles to
Kline Trail on left, .3 mi. to auction site on right.

FOR your
Real Estate and
Personal Contents
Sales to Auction.
Call 270-753-5086
Wayne Wilson
Or

270-527-2931
Roger Stubblefield

Real Estate

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth.
455
Acreage

69 Acres beautiful lake
view Excellent deer hunting in New Concord off of
road 444 about 13 miles
South of Murray, has well
water $58,500 00 (270)
519-1322 or 436-2672.
NORTHEAST
Calloway
(Dexter area) 3BR 2BA
newly remodeled house
with 27 fenced acres. Will
consider split acreage
$89,900. 753-1410.
2 acres parcel and 3br
home with in restricted
subdivision on Robertson
rd. 759-1359.
10 Acres with 2000 28x80
Fleetwood, C/H/A. well,
septic, block foundation,
many extras Kirksey 4892945

Weekend hide-a-way or vacation home. Partially furnished 2 bedroom, 1
bath mobile home with large carport near the lake. Wooded lots provide
plenty of shade for your outdoor entertaining.
'Terms: 10% down day of sale with cash or approved check. Complete
settlement within 30 days. — Announcements day of sale take precedence over printed material. — Not responsible for accidents.

COMPLETE AUCTION SERVICE
Roger Stubblefield, Auctioneer
Wayne Wilson, Real Estate Broker
540 Phelps Rd. Benton, KY 42025
270-527-2931 OR 270-339-6865

460

$2,300

2000 400EX, Good condition
w/extras, $3,800
OBO 759-9946
4 Sale 1999 Suzuki GSXR
600 Motorcycle, extras include a Jet Kit, K&N Air
Filter. Very quick, and very
clean, w/only 8600 miles,
kept
(never
garaged
rained on) A steal @
$5200 Murray KY (270)
753-8259 or (270) 7520653 Ask for John Come
by and check it outl
486
Sport Utility Vehicles
02 Jeep Liberty Sport
4X4, V-6, Loaded, New,
Brcpsn 11K, excellent con$18,900.767-0688
Cell 752- 0160
93 Full size Blazer
Excellent Condition
Must see 489-2209
99 Mercedes SUV. ML430, 4X4, V-8, Black
wiTan Leather interior,
Loaded 52K, New Tires,
condition.
Excellent
$27,800 Neg. 767-0688.
Cell 752-0160
490
Used Cars
1988 Nissan Stanza
124,xxx miles, A/C, P/W,
P/L, Cruise $1,750 (270)
759-1426
1989 Lincoln Town Car
like new $2,500.
Camper topper for full size
truck $100.00. 753-8014.
Call Anytime
1993 Nissan Altima, Black,

CANCELLED
1994 Cadillac Sedan De
Ville, Blue, Loaded, cold
air, leather, remote starter,
complete records. Can be
seen in Stella. $4,750.
753-0869.
1994 Nissan Sentra XE
Black, gray cloth
very dependable
Good transportation.
135,xxx miles
P/S, Auto, A/C,
p/b,cruise,Power mirrors.
Good tires.
Moving Must sell.
$2,350. 753-4408.
Corolla,
Toyota
1994
5speed,
AC,
white,
AM/FM, sunroof, cruise,
138k miles, $3,500, (270)
759-2275
1995 Olds Cutlass Sierra
SL, 4 door, 3.1 Liter, V-6,
PS, PB, Air, Power windows and locks, tilt and
cruise. Michelin tires,
67,000 miles. $3,800. 7538124.
1997 0 Cad 65,000 miles
10,000 left on GM Warranty, loaded $17,900.00.
436-2672 or (270) 5191322
•1999 Chev. Silverado LS
Ext Cab; loaded; CD;
78,xxx mi; $14,750.; excellent condition.
.1997 Toyota Camry LE:
changer
loaded; CD
113,xxx miles; $6,500.; excellent condition.
759-3175
Good used
WANTED
Toyota, Nissan or Honda
Connie Gardner 753-0546
or 442-9104
495
Vans
1989 Chevy Custom Van
TV., Bed, stereo, captain
seats- $2,995.00. 7537707.
Voyager,
PLYMOUTH
1995, air bags, air-conditioning, 7 seats, 165,000
miles, $1,900 Call (270)
762-0 2

Ledger & Times

Homes For Sale

Classilleds

270-753-1916
1966 Grain/Dump truck
Only 46,xxx miles $3,500
OBO 753-7668 Days 7534919 Nights

DISCOVER THE ALTERNATIVE
Our Offer to You is Great Rates with Maximum Flexibility
•Competitive fixed and adjustable interest rates
•Multiple no money down programs
•No income/no asset verifitation
programs priced at conventional rates
MAKE THINGS EASIER ON YOURSELF CALL OR STOP IN AND ONE
OF OCR FRIENDIY LOAN ORIGINATORS WILL DO THE REST

Global Mortgage Link
(;et

kelt • Darren .4 Jones • Jai quelsr Watson
753-74417 • Ill N. 12th St. Suite B

4

460
Homes For Sale

3 Bedroom 3 1/2 Bath
House, shop, Tobacco
barn, Log cabin on 14
acres, 3 miles from murray
121 South 759-0399.
3 or 4 bedroom, 2 story
brick home with carport
and deck, 1 bath. large
shady yard 759-9210

1983 Chevrolet Scottsdale
4x4 pickup, red, 6 cyl ,
93,xxx miles, new tires, rebuilt
carburetor, solid
body, excellent running
truck $2,500 includes aluminum topper 492-8446
1985 GMC 4X4, swb, with
new motor, tires and transmission. No rust. Red and
white. 753-3696. 753-4417
after 7pm.

•

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
410

410
Public Sale

410
Public Sale

ESTATE AUCTION
Friday, July 12th • 4:00 p.m.
At the home of the late Mr. J.T. Cooper, 103 Central Ave.
just off Cuba Rd., Mayfield, KY.
Nice sofa & chair - other sofa & 2 odd chairs - rocker reclinerharp shape marble
top table - Zenith color t v w/remote - 3 piece marble coffee
& end tables - oak
end table - nice 4 piece bedroom suite- maple 4 piece bedroom
suite - gooseneck
platform rocker - glider rocker - small stool & bench - beautiful oval
china cabinet
vv,claw feet - drop leaf table - maple table & 6 chairs - glass door
china cabinet nice 30" electric cook stove - nice refrigerator/freezer w/water &
ice in door - round
maple table - 2 end tables - brass lamp - RCA boom box - cassettes
- record cabinet - nice wood table lamps - nice throw rugs - mirror & wall
sconces - quilt rack
- 2 crochet bedspreads - fern stand - old records - old L P country western
- lot of
costume jewelry - small fancy told-up table - Homco figurines Gatlinburg
picture
painted by Lynn Robinson - wall decorations - lead crystal candlestick
holders - lot
of what not items - quilts & blankets - milk glass vanity lamps - old picture & frames
- footed dutch oven - 4 pieces of old cast iron pieces - other cast iron pieces
- ironstone oven proof dishes - other old glass & china - small kitchen
appliances microwave & stand - flatware - pots & pans - Tupperware - 2 metal kitchen
cabinets - trinkets - large collection of toothpick holders - ruby red & green
blue vases
- concrete flower pots - lawn chairs - hand & yard tools & much more Nice
clean
auction Don't miss it Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.

Public Sale

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE &
PERSONAL PROPERTY
Open House Sun., July 14th • 2-4 p.m
Saturday, July 20, 2002• 10 a.m.
r•

(Mr- .

....•

Auction conducted from the home site- Lot #2

Saturday, July 13, 2002 • 10:00 a.m.
Personal Property: .--,ufa bed • wing back chairs • sectional sofa •
glass top coffee, sofa table, end tables(all with elegant beveled glass)
• table & chairs • metal patio furniture • lamps • glass front china
hutch • 3 section, glass front bookcase/work station • unusual solid
oak bedroom suite • golf clubs & bag • dining table & chairs • entertainment center • bedroom suite • glassware & kitchen utensils •
collectibles • large collection of turtles • Franklin & Bradford Mint
collectors plates and figurines (mostly animal, bird & reptiles) •,
southwest art • western hats • model mast chips • Native America
statues & art • flint rock arrowheads & display case • bronze cowboy
on horseback • bronze greyhounds • kerosene heaters • Geometer
electronic exercise bike • gas grill • bowling balls 8r trophies • Hull
pottery • like new RCA 31" color TV.
Appliances: GE refrigerator • GE electric range • Kenmore washer
• Kenmore dryer • microwave oven.
Guns: Two 22 caliber long rifle • Remington single bolt action •
Pioneer model #27
Terms on Real Estate: I5 Day of auction. Balance within 30 days upon delivery of deed. Terresam_Personal Property. Cash day of auction.

Nice oaK entertainment centern-nice hidabed sofa - G.E. color t.v. wremote stereo
w/extemal speakers - nice glider loveseat - patio table & chairs - 2 wrought iron
loveseats - acorn &oak leaf - small table - lot of cookbooks - box of motion lights & light
bulbs - Sears pressure washer - 5 gal. stone jug - small walnut chair - & 8' step ladders - electric leaf blower & hedge tnmmer - over 50 pieces of cranberry crown thumb
pnnt - Century dishes by Corning - other Corningware pieces - Waxford pitcher & glasses - baking dishes - fancy stem glasses- Pfaltzgraff dishes - soup tureen - Sheffield fine
china - Joharm Handand china 8 place set w/extra bowls & platters - sugar creamers &
shakers - Sheffield bouquet china - wall hanger plates - cranberry plate - blue fruit tars
- new 22 qt. pressure canner- new carpet- new electric heaters - golf clubs - air compressor - 9- buffer polisher - electric chain saw - 3" belt sander - 3/8 drill motor - new jig
saw - router by Stanley - Craftsman sander - Craftsman circle saw - nice old carpenter
tool box - some fine carpenter tools - free standing lights - 22 Roger - Taurus 38 special - 22 rifle - 16 ga. model 37 Winchester - J. Stevens single shot - Stevens 22 pump
rifle - 22 cal hand gun - Case knives - nice 1997 Ford Super Cab Ranger XLT with
21,xxx actual miles - storm doors - and much more. Auction held rain or shine. Lunch
available. Not responsible for accidents.

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
Farris - CAI Auctioneer
Max R. Dodd - Broker

W. Dan

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Joseph W. Thomason - App. Auctioneer

*TERMS • Settlement day of sale with cash or good check Announcements day of sale
take precedence over printed material Not responsible for accidents Restroom facilities
provided Snacks and drinks available

'FFN: 2121
"The Sound ofSelling" TLN:2134
P.O. Box 149
Hazel, KY (270) 492-8796
e-mail: wdan@Idd.net
website: farrisauction.com
unch

BY PHONE
270-753-1916

BY FAX
270-753-1927

BY INTERNET
www.murrayledger.com

BY PERSON
1001 Whitnell Ave.

BY MAIL
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071

ate!
Terms on Reef Estate will be 10% down day of auctionclosing in 30 days with passing of deed.

Lead Warning Statement

Every perspective purchaser is informed this house was built
prior to
1978 acid norificaboa is poen that the progeny may
present exposure
to knad-based paint Prospective purchasers are granted by law 10
days the right to have this nome inspected for
lead-baSed Paint This
period of time allowed tor risk assessment or inspection for possible
lead-based paint hatards began on July 9 2002 with the first advertisement for Me sale of Mrs property at auction and will end
July 20,
2002

HIGHLIGHTS OF PARTIAL LISTING
2001 Lincoln LS - 4 door. 13,760 miles. 3 OL. V6-24V. 5
speed auto.. BO light parchment in color, with medium
parchment gold leather interior (Excellent Condition) a 1990
Dodge Spirit. gray. 4 door. 33.500 miles, good condition «
16.5 hp, 42' cut MTD mower (1 yr old) + 16 cubic ft.
Kenmore upright freezer a 192 Cu ft Hot Point refrigerator

Richard Shankie. Trustee (731)642-9368 or
Doug Taylor. Auctioneer/Realtor (731)247-3784
mplete settlement day ;A auction Payable in Cash Cesare's
'eck. or Personal Check with Current Bank Letter of Credit guariiire.eing payment made to Doug Taylor Auction Service required
by
i 1 dersons not personally known by auction company

1.
lit..„

Doug ffi',44

AUCTION SERVICE
4'..
1 200 Adkins Lane lir
Puryear, TN 38251
-....
----„,
(731i247-3784
-_,:,. ,•-•-•
Doug Taylor
Paris Realty
Auctioneer & Realtor 503 Tyson Ave., Paris. TN 38242
Tn. Lic. #2027
17311642-6165
Firm *1782
Mark Johnson, Broker

FIX It Up
Home Improvements
Repairs & Maintenance
(270) 752-0776

FUTRELL S Tree Service
Trimming removal stump
grinding firewood Insured 489-2839
HAULING
Cleaning out garages,
sheds carport alics,
and storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb
HANDYMAN
Painting concrete, masonry carpentry No job too
small (731)247-3015
HYDRO CLEAN
Pressure Washing
Exterior Cleaning
Vinyl, Brick, Decks,
Driveways, roots & More
Free Estimates
Stephen Alexander
270-527-8577
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
.36 years experience
•Intenor & Exterior
•Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
.No job too small
*Free estimates
Please call 753-8858

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets •Furniture
•Emergency water
removal
*Free Estimates
•Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying

753-5827.
MASSAGE
by Licensed Therapist
Murray. 853-1172.
Mitchell Brothers
Paving Specializing in
*Asphalt paving
*Seal coating
•Striping
*Hauling
759-0501
753-1537

"Taylor Made Auctions Are Better"

130
Services Offered

630
Services Offered

Rose Masonry Repair

MR. LAWN CARE
759-2514
Wowing .Landscaping
.Gutter-Cleaning
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668
PAINTING
PAY LESS
Call Dan 753-9618

SATURDAY, JULY 20, 2002
SELLING AT 4:00 PM

•Chimneys
'New Construction

ROOF LEAKING"
Call a professional
435-4645

Directions: From Murray, take 121 S approx. 13 miles, turn left on
Cypress Trail at new Mt. Carmel Bapt. Church approx. 2 miles to
Kline Trail on left to Pounds Drive, left to Pinoak, turn rt. to Brown
Circle.

FREE ESTIMATES
No Job To Small

753-2251

M & T Painting
Now scheduling summer work.
Immediate openings for
interior/exterior painting.
Nice 2 bedroom, 1 bath mobile home with enclosed patio on two lots.
Two storage buildings and detached carport included. Well contains new
pump. Lovely private location just a hop, a skip and a jump from the lake.
*Terms. 10% down day of sale with cash or approved check. Complete
settlement within 30 days. — Announcements day of sale take precedence over printed material. •"Not responsible for accidents.

Please call Paulfor
free estimate at

270-759-4979

COMPLETE AUCTION SERVICE
Roger Stubblefield, Auctioneer
Wayne Wilson, Real Estate Broker
540 Phelps Rd. Benton, KY 42025
270-527-2931 OR 270-339-6865
00
Boats & Motors

530
Services Offered

1987 Dodge Ram 0-100 GREAT DEAL' 1986 28
Silver 3 7 Lt.. 4speed FT Riviera Cruiser PonA-1 Tree Service
182,xxx mile on body. toon w170 HP Evinrude
Stump Removal
9,xxx miles on rebuilt mo- Needs work. 767-9575.
492-8737,
tor Rear off road tires
437-3044
Bass
Solid truck around $1.400 PERFORMANCE
Free Estimates
Or best offer 753-7320 Boat with Trailer and 90
CUSTOM BUILT
AAA
H P Johnson, complete
Ask for Kevin
with 3 depth finders and all Decks, Home Additions,
guages-S2,995 753-7707. Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
91 GMC Sonoma, 4 3 liter,
Garages Pole Barns Metv-6, Red (needs transmisal Buildings, Fencing.
sion) motor strong $500 PONTOON Boat Bass Quality Workmanship
Buggy 20 FT 90 HP John- Licensed
(270) 331-6890
son with trailer $4,000
753-7860 753-1194
98 Dodge Ram, excel Cherokee 14FT 65 HP
cond , $10.200, Call 759- Johnson $700 00
Yamaha Wave Runner '90
5940
model, 40 HP $1.000 753ALL Carpentry Service
520
8993 LM
From Foundation to
Boats & Motors
Finish
18Yrs experience
Services Offered
New Construction.
16 ft deep, wide Alum Remodeling* Repairs.
craft John Boat 25H. A affordable hauling, sunk
Concrete Work
Evenrude
and
trailer clean up tree work gutter
AGC Certified
cleaning 436-5141
$2.200 489-2011
435-4272

BY E-MAIL
mlt@murrayledger.com

ESTATE WI1J. E.1.1...AT WM AK Must see to appreci-

L

530
Services Otterea

Specializing In Masonry Repair
'Step Repair •Tuck Pointing

Real Estate Auction

Used Trucks

How To
Place
Your
Classified
Ad...

Puryear. TN. - 8985 Shady Grove Rd.
From Put-year take Hwy. 140 E. 3 miles to
Shady Grove Rd.. turn left, go 1 mile, Auction
on left. Signs posted.
Selling for the Delben E Musgrove Estate

-,,rdence over all panted outer.'

COMPLETE AUCTION SERVICE
Roger Stubblefield, Auctioneer
Wayne Wilson, Real Estate Broker
540 Phelps Rd. Benton, KY 42025
270-527-2931 OR 270-339-6865

Saturday, July 20, 2002 • 9:Q0 a.m.

Brian Stedelin - App. Auctioneer

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
413/ Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"

PER$ONAL PROPERTY: Old paper fans, old books. 1930 Progressive Farmer magazine. 1929 Illinois road map, old doll buggy. FireKing pieces. 8 place set china, old luggage pieces. Hoover vacuum. Bushnell binoculars, sewing machine & table, antique bed
with chest & dresser, old Arm & Hammer soda box, old puzzles, old quilts, very nice
antique bed with mirrored dresser and chest. old Welby clock, old stone crock with lid.
several old lamps. G.E electric stove, Westinghouse chest freezer. Gibson refrigerator,
dinette suite with 6 chairs, corner curio cabinet, two cast iron kettles, 65,000 btu Warm
Morning gas heater, washer & dryer. old hats and boxes, lamp made from old wagon
wheel plus much, much more...
TOOLS 8. EQUIPMENT: Sachs-Dohlmar 16" chainsaw. Stihl 16' chainsaw, Poulan 14"
chainsaw. gas trimmer, wheelbarrow, heavy duty air compressor, 4" bench vise, bench
grinder, step ladders, log chains, beam scales, old tools, 3/4" drill. 2 wheel trailer, draw
knife, crosscut saw, canthook. horse drawn tools. dnll pwd bandsaw and more...
FARM IMPLEMENTS: 1960 Ford 801 tractor, 3 pt hitch John Deer drill, fifth wheel rubber tire wagon, 5' bush hog. 8' Tuftline wheel disc with cylinder, 5' Sidewinder bush hog,
6' Ford blade, boom pole, Cyclone seeder 3 pt hitch. 2 row Burch cultivator, belt driven
Cut off saw. 2-14" Furguson plows, 6' Ford cycle mower, 20' extension ladder, approximately 1200 tobacco sticks. Ford F-600 dump truck 5 sp trans-2 sp axle, plus many
more items too numerous to mention!

ESTATE AUCTION

Lunch Available
For More Information Contact:
Commercial Bank Trust Depart.,

At the Dan Miller Auction Barn Lynn Grove, KY. From Murray. KY
take 94 West to Lynn Grove. From Mayfield. KY take 121 South
through Coldwater, turn south onto Hwy. 1836. Follow to auction
Signs posted. Mr Gerald & Mrs. Mary Joseph are leaving the state
and selling some fine items for them

SATURDAY, JULY 13, 2002• 10:00 A.M.

111111 Public Sale

bedroom suites • wood rocker a sofa a chair a 6 diamond
solitaire ring Tiffany setting + silver coins « pearl necklace a
(2) mink coats a assorted figurines a some old glassware +
set of china a pots & pans a iawn & garden tools a pet carners a extension ladder a log chains + cant hook + bookcase. assorted books + MUCH MORE
Not Responsible For Accidents

PUBLIC AUCTION

From Murray, take 121 S. proceed past New Concord 3
miles to auction site on right.
•••Selling the personal property of the late Wave!and Hattie Osbron***

1

[
1111 Public Sale

a Westinghouse electric range a apartment refrigerator +
Sears washer & dryer 4. (2) Zenith TVs - 21" color a La-ZBoy recliner a commercial sewing machine 4- Sony stereo
system a Technics E22(L) organ by Panasonic (real nice)
table w/6 chairs & china cabinet + arm chair + (2) 4 piece

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. Si Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
My Service Doesn't Cost. If Pays •

AUCTION

1

REAL ESTATE - This brick house has 143() sq ft heated area Kitchen. 3 bedrooms 2 baths living room and
den, utility room with lots of storage, central heat and
air - garage with elect opener 2 storage buildings, on
beautiful 2.6 level acres with big shade trees
REAL

Lovely Ranch style brick, 3 bedroom, 2 bath home on large corn,
lot 2 1/2 miles SE of Murray on KY Hwy. 121 S. in Lynnwood Estat,
Subdivision. Near the city yet on the way to the lake.
Selling two lots in the Lynnwood Estate Subdivision - Lot
#2 and
Lot #3. Offered separately and in combination. Selling in the
manner most favorable to the seller.
Mr. Bobby_Latimer has called this beautiful site home for many
years. He has retired and will travel extensively creating this wonderful opportunity for you to own this real estate.
These are prime locations with highway frontage lot with
dimensions approximately 130'x 225'each. Over 1700 sq ft. of comfortable
living space with patio, storage, utility and two car garage. Central
heat and air, den with fireplace, large kitchen with beautiful oak
cabinets only add to this homes appeal.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Joseph W. Thomason - App. Auctioneer
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17 ft Bass boat. trolling
motor, 2 depth finders, 2
live wells Price reasonable 753-3532
'00 Sting Ray 19' 4 3 Inboard, open bough. Excellent condition $11,800
767-0688. Cell 752-0160

A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING junk clean up, cleaning out sheds, gutters, tree
work 436-2867.
Asphalt Sealcoating
Travis Asphalt Sealing
.Driveways
.Parking lots

FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279

ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
New Const Home & Mobile Home repair, Termite
& Water Damage, Replacement Windows. Vinyl
Siding, Painting, Decks.
Call Larry Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353

At An All Time Low
•Interest Rate •Material
Good Time To Build New Home
or Addition.
Even Remodel or Build The
Garage You've Been Needing.

Call Harold Swift Construction
753-6311 or 832-0587

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
TOM'S Window Cleaning
Painting. Pressure Wash
767-9014
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Rooting. Vinyl
Siding, Addition. and Remodeling. Quality Work
Over 30 Years Experience Gerald Walters 7532592
WILL do house and office
cleaning 435-4122
YARD TECH
Lawn & Landscape
maintenance
*Shrub .Trimming
•Bed mulching
437-4407
210-6268

Open up 1
to the
possibility

LOTS FOR SALE
Starting at S12.500
Price includes water. septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

270-437-4838

of finding

AHART 81 CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION

yOUt
dirPatn borne
in the
Classifieds

gravel
437-4838 or
270 559-4986

Also top soil and

AFFORDABLE Mower re- CARPORTS Starting at
pair, tillers, go carts, etc $675 installed Roy Hill
Free pickup, delivery 436- (270)436-2113
2867
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
BRANDON'S Outdoor
Services
Tilling and Bushogging
Lawn-Mulch-Shrubs-Trees
(270) 436-5277

COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY
*Lawn Maintenance
*Bed mulching
270-753-6772

CONCRETE Finishing.
sidewalks, dnveways, patios, general maintenance
Free Estimates 435-4619

Every day, you'll find the most
extensive listing of homes, prop
ertoes, apartments and townhouses rn your community
Readers from all over the oreo
hnve found their homes in the
-csrfteds Try it yourself today'

The

Murray
Ledger
& Times
753-1916
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Services Offered

Your Home Improvement Headquarters

"One Shingle or Whole Roof'
Free Estimates - 10 Years Experience

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

489-6155 or Cell 339-7 16

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Phone (270) 759-4734

,------1
r-- L
,
a m b Brothers
..
_
.4
"cf--11-1' Tree Service
Wiggins Furniture '',--4\'

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
Bigger Selection -A Better Price'?
Be Sure To Shop- Before You Buy'

A

Moving Co.
1-800-611-6854
1-270-753-2555

• Chimney Flashing • Re-Roof
• New Construction • Flat Roofs

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

'Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
•Brick *All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Dnveways

Lamb Brother

Speciall-inx in Roof Repairs

We now manufacture. Buy direct.

We Specialize in Cleaning -

David Borders

SMITH ROOF REPAIR

Roofing Metal

David's Cleaning
Services

t

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

1 im800-821-6907

LICENSED & INSURED FIree Estimates

Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

jr, .....,

it 4,
11-villoil
0 '.-,

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

; Tree & Stump
Removal

Mark Lamb's Your Ad Could
Tree Service ifill
4u Be Here
um 7594624•IBM 543-5262)
For Only
$250°° Per Month!
VISA

Stump Rernovcif
I ree Estimate.+
Tree Trimming
24 Hr Service
Cleanup Service
Hedge Trimming
Full Line of Equipment
LICENSED & INSURED
Owner: Mark Lamb

24 Hr Service
Hedge TrimmingFEuqllu iLpinnieenotf

:-..... il

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

,

YARD SALE
220 Oak Crest Drive
East Y Subd.
Fri., July 12th
7:00 a.m.
Antique couch.
Victrola, wicker
etagere, recliner,
Plus women's, girl's
dresses. TV.,
antiques, decorative
items, household
appliances.

Neighborhood Yard Sale

lII

On Pond View in Almo
Call 759-7367 for directions.
Thursday & Friday 7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Saturday 7 a.m. - Noon
Numerous items! Out of business truckers
sale. Plug In Cooler. TV Set. Fire Ext.,
Triangles,
Load-Locks,
Vacuum
Cleaners, Tires, Lights Misc. Utility
Trailer.

ESTATE SALE

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

Standard Hills Farms
265 Bethel Road, Murray, KY
(270)658-3086
Friday & Saturday Only

182 Locust Grove
Rd.
Thurs.-Sat.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
15 ton log splitter,

Trucks & car engines, antique furniture,
tools, toys, dolls, dishes, clothes, pictures.
Too many to say. Also house & land for
rent. Can be seen on these days. Also can
call for appointment 270-658-3086.

Wheel Horse riding
mower, washer, dryer.
2 lawn sweepers,
household items,
fishing supplies.
many items.

YARD SALE
121 N. to
Bendefield Lane
(at county line)
Thurs. & Fri.
7:30 a.m. - ?
Baby items
toddler bed, kids
bike, name brand
clothes, misc
items.

YARD SALE
2002
Gatesborough
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - ?
Furniture,
exercise equip.,
double stroller,
car seat, stroller
vv/carrier, daybed,
clothing and
much more
YARD SALE
121 N.. 2nd trailer

on right past
Coldwater Store
going toward
Mayfield
Fri., July 12
thru Sat., July 13
6:30 a.m. -?
Boy's & girl clothes
shoes. men &
women's clothes,
knick knacks items
toys and scrubs

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
814 Olive St.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-Noon
Pampered Chef
kitchen supplies,
kids/adults clothing.
furniture. Something
for everyone.

Rain or Shine

GARAGE SALE
2108 Edinborough
Dr.
(Gatesborough Subd.)
Take 94W to
Robertson Road, left
on Edinborough Dr.
Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Loveseat,
,Jngaberger, dolls, furniture. collectibles,
depression glass,
Occupied Japan.
household. bicycle

Old dishes
furniture, clothes.
quilts, etc.

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
121 South to
Lynnwood Estates.
Follow sign, 2 story
cream house
31 Aster Drive
Many name brand clothes
- Hiltiger. Nautica, Polo,
children's thru adult, china
cabinet, table. household
items.

Road
Friday
7:30 -?
Furniture (4 new
chairs, dresser),
other items, dishes,
fishing items,
2 guns
Come see!

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
121 South to
Lynnwood Estates.
Follow sign, 2 story
cream house
31 Aster Drive
Many name brand clothes
- Flinger. Nautica Polo
children's thru adult, china
cabinet, table, household
items

15 ton log splitter,
Wheel Horse riding
mower, washer, dryer.
2 lawn sweepers,
household items,
fishing supplies,
many items.

Lg. Turkey cooker,
toys. clothes for girls
0 to 12 mo., boy's 0
to size 10, shoes.

lots of misc.'More
added Saturday
GARAGE SALE
Friday
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
641 S. to 1828 right

2 miles, Bakers
Crossroad 1 mile.
Toys. baby clothes,
boy's 8-10, juniors 5.
F/0 cherry or loft
bed, 97 CR125

$1,400
00' KTM65
492-8722

YARD SALE
Friday, July 12
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
at Wiggins
Furniture
Parking Lot
We have antique
furniture. clothes
& something for
everyone

YARD
SALE
1718 Holiday Dr.
Fri. & Sat.
7:30 a.m.
Clothes, computer
games, videos,
baby swing &
stroller. misc.

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

Two nice entertainment centers one with
glass doors, angle grinders, Indian dolls,
Indian rattlers, VCR movies, books. new
CDs & cassettes from 50s & 60s music,
shoes. clothes, household items. antique
glassware, much more.

94E to Van Cleave, turn left, go to
right at Big Silo, go to Carl Crisp
Rd., turn left, go to Dew Lane, turn
right, first house on left.
Friday & Saturday 6 a.m.-?
Antiques. name brand clothes (all
sizes), furniture, household items,
baby items, toys, books, dishes, crafts
and much more.

Oak

182 Locust Grove
Rd.
Thurs.-Sat.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Friday & Saturday 7 a.m. til ?
801 Meadow Lane

1618 Parklane
July 12 & 13
7 a.m. - Noon

94E & Post

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

GOODIES

Sat., July 13
7 a.m.
North 1824 to
Marshall Co. Line,
turn right in front
of Dexter-Hardin
Methodist Church,
2nd house, 2nd
barn.

BIG 4 FAMILY YARD SALE

Pete's Yard/
Garage Sale

SALE
BARN SALE

LAKERETTE
YARD SALE
9 Families
1407 Fleetwood
Friday
p.m.
a.m.-1
8
Lots of misc.
Above ground
pool, household
items, clothes of
all sizes

Commercial A
Residential

To Advertise
Your Business
Call Our
Classified Department
at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.

iii 11111

GARAGE

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Seri .,

Rt. 121 N
across from
Dutch Essenhaus
Friday. July 12
6:30 a.m.-2 p.m.

1655 St.

Brand name boy's
clothing, women 8.
men's clothing, gas
grill, desk, toys,
books & more.

YARD
SALE

YARD SALE

2207 Brookhaven
Friday, July 12th
7:30 a.m. - ?
No Early Birds
Toys, clothing.
furniture, misc

Stroller, boy's
clothes, infant-8.
name brand
women's clothes,
maternity clothes,
furniture, householi I
items & toys.

MOVING SALE
Blair
Fri. 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-Noon
509

Double bed,
mattress, springs,
dining table, pictures,
shower door, stereo,
lamps, books, ladies
clothes size 1X &
10-12, Christmas
decorations,
golf clubs.

Statewide
Classifieds
'NO EXPERIENCE NEEDREAL ESTATE/REAL
Trainees
ED -Driver
ESTATE FOR SALE
For
Top
Needed
•LAKE BARGAIN $29,900
Companies Earn up to
Free covered boat slip!
$42,000 1st Year CDL
Gently slopping lake view
Class A Training Program
of
low
parcel w/nice mix
Call Toll Free 877-278rolling meadows & trees.
7770
Abuts national forest on
TRANSPORT
35,000 acre recreational *SERRA
lake in TN. Paved roads, Seeking Non-Experienced
more. Drivers. 15 Day Class A
sewer.
water,
Excellent financing Call CDL Training. 1st Year
Earnings up to $40.000
now 1-800-704-3154, ext
FOR SALE
Call 1-866-355-8785
348
•BUY FACTORY DIRECT
•LAKEFRONT LOG HOME 4.37 for 1 YEAR-EXPERIWOLFF TANNING BEDS
$89,900 Beautiful new ENCE. You deserve this
Payments From $25/Mo.
1800 sq ft. log home. much. Plus Hometime!
Free color catalog_ Call
Enloy fishing from your More experience means
1-800-842-1310.
today
dock and boating and ski- more pay! 12 mos. OTR
www.np.etstan.com
Heartland
ing on this pristine recre- required.
HELP WANTED
ational lake in KY. Paved Express 1-800-441-4953
'CONSTRUCTION roads & u/g utilities. www.heartlandexpress.corn
EQUIPMENT and Site Financing available. Call
'DRIVER -COVENANT
No now! (866) 770-9311 ext.
Elevation Training
TRANSPORT Now offering
814
experience needed '4
Per
Diem
Pay
for
Week training available
RESORTS RENTALS
Experienced Teams, Solos
•Free training if qualified.
•AN AFFORDABLE AND
and
Trainers.
0/0Call Toll Free 1-877-270- BEAUTIFUL WEDDING
Solos/Teams 83c. Call 12902.
CHAPEL in the Smoky 888-MORE-PAY (1-888•IDEAL GIFTS-DIVISION Mountains. Christian cere- 667-3729)
OF FRIENDLY has open- mony, pictures, video, flow'DRIVER-Up to $2,000
ings for party plan advisors ers $150. Also providing
Signing Bonus and .41
and managers. Decor, cabins, formal
wear.
cpm for OTR company
gifts, toys, Christmas. Earn www.weddingdrivers. Great benefits!
cash, trips, recognition. 1- bellsinthesmokies.com
CDL-A and One Year OTR
E300-488-4875 www.friend- Call 1-800-922-2052.
required. 800-473-5581.
Iyhome.com
BEACH,
•MYRTLE
•DRIVER/CDLETired
of up
Dealership SOUTH CAROLINA 1-800'SALES:
Expanding-Seeking ambi- 331-7300 BEACH SANDS & down paychecks and not
tious marketing manager. INN. Five night Family getting home? Contact
Excellent compensation Special. $199.00 (Sunday- 800-942-2104 ext. 237 or
and bonus plan. Car pro- Thursday only) 200 yards 243 www.totalms.com
vided. Earn up to $100,000 to beach and pavilion. Two 'DRIVERS'
NO
UP
+ per year. Call 1-877-853- double beds; two adults, FRONT FEES wnodging &
1771.
transportation if qualified.
two children.
16 Day CDL Training/Earn
'SALES REPRESENTATIVES we're so confident 'PANAMA CITY BEACH. $$$/Benefits/Placement
in our leads we pay you to Sandpiper-Beacon Beach Available/Truck America
run them, even if you don't Resort. From $79 (1-2 pm Training, LLC. Free call 1sell. Are you a self-motivat- Restrictions. 5/27/02 to 866-244-3644/Louisville,
ed, positive person? Are 8/4/02). Pools, lazy river KY.
you presently earning ride, parasailing, Jacuzzi 'DRIVERS, over the road,
$1000/$1500 per week? suites, tiki bar. 800-488- 35 States. Flat w/sides,
Guaranteed income during 8828. www.sandpiperbea- late model conventionals.
training period. $2000 con.com
3 years experience. $2,000
sign-on bonus. We offerEa
Sign On Bonus. Start .34bTRUCK DRIVERS
solid training program-with
.384 mile+ benefits. Call
HELP WANTED
a guaranteed 2-3 pre-set
(800) 444-6648.
qualified confirmed leads *DELTA TRUCK ACADE- •DRIVERS-Experienced &
Training,
Day
daily; management oppor- MY-16
CDL
Available, Inexperienced
tunities; unlimited income Financing
Training
with
Meals,
potential. Toll Free 1-877- Companies Hiring Today, Lodging, Transportation
Tuition Reimbursement,
828-3732.
Tuition
Lodging, provided.
Food,
'SALES-Sales Managers. Transportation. Available. Reimbursement.
OTR,
Regional,
Dedicated
One of the highest paid 1-800-883-0171.
Freight. Lease Purchasejobs in America, Highly
successful national com- •DRIVER-$2,000 Bonus No Credit, No Problem.
experience.
Trainer Opportunities. 1pany. Will train. We provide w/Flatbed
appointments. Call Don 1- Start up to 36c/mile with 800-231-5209.
VERI- bonus, plus tarp pay, 'GO WITH A WINNER-CFI
800-322-4103
Excellent Home Time,
COMM CORP.
Assigned trucks. 800-441- is now Hiring Company
*Owner Operators Single
4271 ext.-ET135.
MEDICAL
and Teams. Loads with
Training miles available immediate•ATTENTION DIABETES •DRIVER-CDL
$2,495.00. No hidden ly! Ask about our spousePATIENTS. Call today for
cost., Call Today Start training program. Call 1your "FREE KIT' of sample
Tomorrow. North America 800 -CFI-DRIVE.
discount
products,
Driving Academy. Call 812- www.cfi.drive.com
coupons and educational
649-9225
or Toll free 866Diabetes
Call
materials_
•T &T DEDICATED CARDirect 1.866.206.4181 (no 649-9226. AC-0128
RIERS OWNER OPERAHMO's or PPO's)
•AAA CDL TRAINING Top TORS NEEDED *Home
•DIABETES? Great news!
Carriers Need Qualified weekends No forced disMedicare may pay for your
Applicants. Paid 15 Day patch *No escrow *Paid
diabetes testing supplies.
CDL Training. Excellent weekly *Older trucks welEnjoy Liberty Medical
Benefits. Up to $900.00 come 800-511-0082.
Supply's 100% satisfaction
Weekly.
Inexperienced 'TRUCK
DRIVING
guarantee. Call Toll Free: Only.
Great
Career SCHOOL
No
Money
1-800-519-3541
Opportunity. 1-800-253- Down *Earn up to $35,000
4766.
your first year *100% Job
PET/PET SUPPLIES
Placement
Assistance
'DRIVER
-Company
DIFFERENT
•WHAT'S
Tuition
*Company
ABOUT Happy Jack's Drivers and 0/0's earn
great pay per mile plus Reimbursement. Call Toll
Flea-Tick
ONovatione
Free 1-877-270-2902.
Collar? It works when spot- bonuses! Boyd Bros. offers
the
miles,
hometime,
and
poisons
systemic
and
ons
you've
been 'WANT A RAISE? 1 YEAR
fail. Patented release gen- benefits
experience PAYS $.37/mile
searching
for.
800-543tle to pet. At Southern
for company drivers! More
8923
States.®
experience pays more!
gerf
tra. et g corn t .nturr
Hometime! Benefits! More!
.
Stir
GREAT
COASTAL
EXPRESS
1-800-444www.inurrav edger.com www.murravietigel.corn
4929 ext. 6604 www.gcexom %%et
st
, marl
press.com
BUILDINGS

'STEEL
BUILDINGSE"Rock
Bottom Prices!" Go Direct
and Save. 20x24
$2,200.00. 25x30
$3,200 00. 30x40
$4,500 00 32x44
$5,800 00. 35x50
$6,200 00 Many others 1800-668-5422
PioneerEsince 1980

Viet

C

twtn

vvwwsmurrayledgencom
Cut/ Wrap,Tease, Relax.
(with benefits)

1498 Clayshire
Drive
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - ?

MOVIE & GAME
SALE
Video Gold
Behind Hardee's
Over 2.000 VHS
starting at $5.00.
Over 100 PSX and
PS2 starting at

We're looking for Hair Designers
F'^r1 the e.0,00 OPC,000.1.eS VOlive arrays Yearned ol and mare *ten rdu
,
ru
,
sert -,wrr saky, 0.4.n
Os* "tom career red, Me rubor s arge..1 .1
Paid Education That Keeps Yea Groserve. ion
!view n, lteeboci fOu

TanningS30
$6.9.
5 month,
unlimited

759-4944

the Cutieg env e"

dOv)nCeC harOS OS trairentj frOrr

S

ap.esentabyes es ..10 as lobular ode° broadcast,
lerUJ 00

4.51 t,endS einfl techreo,e, Ssborc

Benefits That Make life Easier
Flent* Olorluog .4ours
14^Velerre Salary arc! Commsvoos
'ea* Transfer Pre()
Owl 9(X &aeons Nei mode
Say.00s and Prold snowy; Plans

nralessional Protects To Se hued Of e/e

GARAGE SALE
Fri. & Sat.
July 12 & 13
Campbell Estates
2003 Azalea Court
baby clothes,
clothes, furniture.
receiver hitch &
sway control,
Donhml bowling ball,
radio, dishes,
microwave, cash
register, etc.

ESTATE/YARD SALE
517 Shady Lane (Off Story Ave.)
Friday & Saturday 6:30 - ?
New rocker, executive desk, washer/dryer,
mattress/box springs, headboard, kitchen
table, lamp, pictures, golf clubs, lots of floral arrangements, dishes, glassware,
books, lawn chairs, decorative pieces,
linens, pillows, toys, kids to adult clothes,
comforters, and lots, lots more.
* Everything But The Kitchen Sink! *

GET YOUR GARAGE
SALE GOING!

some Pt ev best "air COP DrCruCtS I, the soh:

MerrnanCbse Docoures

• P.L, a 'Owner and Aaron' !tot fn

*Oral DentalS Lae InSuraoce

fr, ffie J(Penney

Salon nearest you

ADVERTISE '1.1:r Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
1x2 ad

$M 00
$13.00
$16.00

Murray Ledger & Times • Classified

can I 8(A-542 55650! contact our website at www'panne),corn
Up to $1000 Hiring Bonus

2.5_www_mAx.

1 insertioll
2 insertions
3 insertion.
Ad x mum' he paid in advance

nrodany pard Vacates, 5 Ya.0 rolelays

aq

rsall inside

manage

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CTR.
(270) 759-1400
Store Hrs.: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m
Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.; Sun. 1-5 p.m.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please enlighten
me. I wash dishes by hand in cold
water because I believe I am conserving energy resources. My friends tell
me that dishes washed in cold water
are not as clean as those washed in
hot. I believe that in order for water to
sanitize, the temperature must drastically exceed what I could possibly tolerate with bare hands. Who is correct?
DEAR READER: There are two
issues here.
First, the benefits of hot water. The
reason that dishes and pots come
cleaner with hot water is that grease
and other food remnants are more
easily loosened and degraded by the
heat; hence, cleaning is less of a task.
Second, you are correct that water
will not sanitize until it reaches the
boiling point, an unlikely scenario for
most homemakers who would need a
heck of a water heater and would, by
necessity, be forced to wear rubber
gloves.
As a cold-water dishwasher, I
endorse your position. If we use adequate amounts of detergent (and
scrub our dishes, pots, pans and silverware), we're getting them just as
clean as do our hot-water colleagues.
And, what's more, we're being more
ecologically responsible.
A NOTE TO READERS: For an
updated and revised Health Report on
"Diabetes Mellitus," send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope and $2
to Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44092-0167. Be sure to mention the
title. Also, be on the lookout for more
updated Health Reports.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What causes wax
in my ears? I have to get it washed
out every month or so. Even when I
wash my hearing aids daily, the wax
still drives me crazy.
DEAR READER: Every person produces cerumen (earwax) but some

DEAR READERS: I have
been inundated with innovative
uses for pantyhose since the
first letter on the subject
appeared in my column last
year. Talk about a versatile
product! Read on for a sample:
DEAR ABBY: I am a plumber.
For years I have suggested my cusput an old pair of pantyhose
folks produce more than others. tomers
end of their washing
on
the
Ordinarily, particles of wax are machine drain hose, if it drains into
we
when
ears
the
of
washed out
a sink. This method traps any lint,
bathe; professional cleaning is not thereby preventing clogged drains
necessary. However, factors such as
BOB'S PLUMBING SERVICE,
excessive hair in the ear canals and a
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
to.
swabs
cotton
propensity to use
*5*
clean the ears (don't do it; the swabs
may push the wax in deeper) may
DEAR ABBY: When I was about
make matters worse. In your case, the 4, my grandma gave each of my sibcause is obvious: the hearing aids. lings and me the lumpiest quilts
These devices not only block the ear we'd ever seen. They were also the
canals; they also wedge the cerumen wannest.
in deeper.
One of the quilts tore between
You might be helped by applying a the patches, and — curious children
to
half capful of hydrogen peroxide
that we were — we began pulling
each ear, wait for the fizzing to stop out the stuffing. The quilt had been
The
liquid.
and then shake out the
stuffed with dozens of old pantyeffervescent H202 may bubble wax hose. What fun we had pulling
particles out of the ear. Or you might them out. Our laughter finally gave
find commercial wax-removers, such us away, and Mother duly reprias Debrox and others, to be useful. If manded us, but the memory
these techniques fail, get an examina- remains as warm as the quilt.
"QUILTED"IN
tion and advice from an otolaryngoloPLEASANT HILL,CALIF.
gist, an ear specialist.
DEAR DR. GOTT: In a recent col***
umn, you stated that histoplasmosis
DEAR ABBY: When a female
infection has no serious, long-term
effects. Please let me remind you of friend complained about her wrinocular histoplasmosis, which can lead kles in a photo I had taken of her,
to blindness. Why did you omit this the solution was simple: The next
complication?
time I took her picture, I stretched a
DEAR READER: By error, and I piece of nylon hose over the lens of
apologize. Many years after the initial the camera. This method softens
(pulmonary) infection, histoplasmosis the subject's appearance. An expencan, for unknown reasons, re-activate sive lens filter can be purchased for
to affect the retinal blood vessels, the same purpose, but I like the
leading to problems with sight. There pantyhose better.
VEGAS PHOTOGRAPHER
is no prevention or cure. Thank you
for writing to point out my omission.

Johnny W. Williams, M.D.
Ophthalmologist
Eye Care Specialist
MAYFIELD
MURRAY
Jackson Purchase
606 N. 12th St.
Medical Center
Behind Cracker Barrel
(270)251-4545
12701753-6272
Office Hours By Appointment
1-800-272-9477

YOU HAVE WON $415 OFF THE. MAGAZNE
COVER PRICE CC $100/1 SEND 555 70
US IN THE
RETURN
ENVELOPE/1

OPEN
IT

s
e
t
711
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FAKE TAN BLENDED...
HIGHLIGHTS TOUSLED...
TEETH GLEAMING ...
WHAT CO SOU THINK??

Jo),e Hopkins was crowned as
queen of Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair by Marilyn Simons,
1971 queen, at the opening event of
the fair. Runners-up were Joyce
Wooden, first, and Julie Whitford,
second. Vickie Pat Lamb was
named as Miss Congeniality.
40 years ago
Dr. Harry Whayne has been
named a member of the Murray
Planning Commission by the Murray City Council.
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
Fair will be July 16 to 21. Fair
board officers are Z.C. Enix, Robert
Hendon, Harold Beaman and Dr.
William Pogue.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Marshall Higgins.
Mrs. Fred Hart presented a program on "The Church and Today's
Students" at a meeting of the
Women's Society of Christian Service of Hazel Methodist Church.
50 years ago
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association held its annual
meeting in Murray with Boone Hill,.
Benton. president, presiding. Staff
members here are Holmes Ellis,
general manager, Joe E. Pace, secretary-treasurer, Mary Allbritten,
office secretary, and J.H. Shackelford, auditor.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Thorn, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Marine and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Percy Wyatt,
July 5.
Suzanne Miller and Milton E.
Ecker were mafried July 6 at First
Baptist Church. Murray.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

TODAY IN HISTORY

1 115 SOUR

HIGH SCHOOL
REUNION, IRUINC7. THIS
NIGHT IS FOR 40U. I'M
HERE TO SUPPORT '-IOU NO
MATTER HOW YOU CHOOSE
TO PRESENT YOURSELF

DEAR ABBY: I always had 'a
problem keeping my nightcap from
slipping off my bald head, so I put
my wife's cast-off pantyhose to good
ward his K-Q-10,since the bidding
East dealer.
use:
had marked East with the ace.
I tie the legs together, make Both sides vulnerable.
So declarer took the opening
NORTH
relaxing scissor cuts around the
spade lead with dummy's king in
4 K62
waist, and wear them on my head
order to lead a trump. But when
V 98 5
with the waist hugging my bald
East won with the ace and re•A K 10
head. Then I loop the legs under my
turned the queen of spades, South
+9742
neck.
my
behind
chin and
was in trouble. He played the ace,
EAST
WEST
One of our nieces who lost all her
+QJ10943 West trumped it,and declarer later
hair during chemotherapy laughed +8
lost a club and a spade and went
VA
long and loud when I shared my tip 111J 6 2
down one.
•Q J 9
with her on how to keep her head •8 7 5 4 3
South was certainly right in
411.KQJ
+10653
thinking that the first trump lead
SOUTH
should come from dummy How•A 7 5
ever, since it was almost certain
K Q 10 7 4 3
from the bidding that East had six
•6 2
spades and West only one,declarer
4A 8
should have chosen his entries
The bidding:
North more carefully.
South West
East
To protect against a 6-1 spade
3V
Pass
2V
1+
division, South should have won
4V
3+
the spade lead in his hand, led a
Opening lead — eight ofspades.
diamond to dummy's king and then
Declarer frequently has to de- led a trump. East would win and
cide whether to win a trick in his return a spade, but this return
own hand or in dummy. Obvi- would no longer pose a threat.
West could ruff, but in that
ously, no uniform rule can be apdummy would play low, and
case
the
—
situations
these
to
plied
right play depends strictly on the South would lose only a heart, a
club and a spade ruff. And if West
circumstances.
Consider the present case, did not ruff the spade return,
where West led a spade and South dummy's king would win, and
could win the trick in either hand. South's only losers would be a
His potential losers were a spade, spade, a heart and a club.
Declarer's choice of where to
a club and either one ortwo hearts.
It was clear that he could hold win the first trick made all the
himself to one trump loser by difference between winning and
leading trumps from dummy to- losing the contract.

God Save the King!

nnIs

131_01\1171 E

LOOK! rilis ENVELOPE SAYS:
OAGW000 BUKSTEAO,YOU ARE
A BIG
WINNER.'

10 years ago
Published is a picture of Sid Easley, outgoing chairman of Murray
Independent Board of Education,
*5*
with new faces at the city schools at
DEAR ABBY: For years I took a meeting of the board. They are
Scout
Girl
and
church youth groups
troops on camping trips. We would W.A. Franklin, superintendent, Dr.
put a bar of soap in the toe of an old Robert Lewis, assistant superintenpair of pantyhose and tie it to a tree dent in charge of instruction, and
limb near a wash basin and bucket Pat Seiber, principal of Murray
of water.
Middle School..
Presto! The soap never melted or
Kent Barnes, former teacher at
fell to the ground and got dirty. The
High School, has been
Murray
girls would wet their hands, rub
of Southwest Calprincipal
named
in
stocking,
the
soap
them over the
then rinse the bar. The soap stayed loway Elementary School.
Births reported include a girl to
clean and never got lost. It's a great
idea for campers.
Thea and Jim McBee, July 6.
JO IN CINCINNATI
20 years ago
*5*
Calloway County Board of Eduand Major Gen. Billy Wellcation
DEAR ABBY: After giving my
AARP-aged body a good workout at man agreed to pursue efforts to
my local gym, I was changing into build a $1.3 million 17,800 square
street clothes when one of the new foot Kentucky National Guard Armembers noticed that I was pulling mory on the campus of Calloway
on a pair of pantyhose.
County High School in 1985-86.
Confused to see a gentleman
Brenda Conley was crowned as
donning a lady's garment, he asked,
"When did you start wearing those?" queen of Murray-Calloway County
I replied,"Right after my wife found Jaycee Fair at the pageant. Karen
them in the glove compartment of Lewis was first runner-up and Leigh
Harmon was second runner-up.
my truck."
JOHN IN ST. PAUL
Births reported include a girl to
Jeff and Candace Dowdy, June 4.
DEAR JOHN: AARP-aged and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Greg
body, my fanny! That joke is Swift, June 27.
older than both of us.
30 years ago
Published on July 7 was a picture
Abby shares more than 100 of her of Johnny Parker of St. Louis, Mo.,
favorite recipes in two booklets: "Abby's in his 1927 1-Model truck with a 22
Favorite Recipes" and "More Favorite h.p. motor that he drove to Murray
Recipes by Dear Abby." Send a businesssize, self-addressed envelope, plus check to visit relatives here. He was accompanied by his wife. Charlotte,
or money order for $10(US.funds)
to: Dear Abby — Cookbooklet Set, P.O. and two daughters. Teresa and
Box 447, Mount Morris, IL 61054-0447.
Tammy. The photo was by Staff
(Postage is included in price.)
Photographer David Hill.

warm at night. However, after trying my invention, she was hooked.
ALAN L. IN TENNESSEE

***

csA.I IL:sr

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
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THANKS'

CROSSWORDS
40 "Peanuts" kid
41 Noisy dispute
43 Union pariah
45 Curly letter
46 Calf-roping
event
48 Bout ender
49 Like
50 Stage prompt
51 'The Bells" poet
53 Chicago train
54 Tableware
56 Rowboat seat
58 Big rigs
59 Grinch
creator

ACROSS

PC)Ft Etirn co r
Mom!virlAT A SuRPR%se! Si-les60114e0
L
—I WANT yOU To MEW' He-i..P ME aws.if-er
OUR LANDLArA/,Lovey JOUR BACK PoRC+i
INTO A B.A13's/S
sAL.TimAN5 A
... PLEASURE. ROOM I

Fly IFIE WINDOW, I 60u6Kr1F1em FRoi,
&ET SOME PANT..A FRIEND FOR SO/
roup,Rsi
IT'LL E.E. PERFECT!
WELL
I'M SURE you CAN
aer RID OF

I4EM

DON'T WANT
CUR BRAND NEW
BABy usINC--SEcZNDHAN
THIN661
WE

1 Flows slowly
6 Sock hop
11 Goofier
13 Mel Gibson
role (2 wds.)
14 Extra hrs.
15 Once named
16 Part of TGIF
17 Deja —
18 Rorem or
Beatty
20 Ham portion
22 Pine cousin
23 Son of
Aphrodite
25 Talk, talk, talk
26 Sheik or emir
27 Bring to an end
29 Honey
source
31 Pleased sigh
33 "Westworldname
34 Fruit stand
buys
37 Phoenician
deity
1

2

3

18

20

U21
all

28

27
31

32
U

34 II
41

!PEANUTS)

17
22

UU
UUU
UUU
UU

29U30
33
36

U42

37
38 ill
•
44
43

40UUU
45

50

49
54

In

26

24

23

il9

16

UU

U19

8 Santa Fe's st
9 Roe
10 Commuter's
home
12 Be certain of
13 Spillane

13

12
15

A X E GROW
B ELT
A.E.R 0
D I T
ACES
IVE
L IC K
S HAH
U
OPINE
R,0 U STS
R AIThT TOE
E LMS PUN
R,A
Y40 N
DI]P
EIG H T.H
EARN
HE X
MIEN
A L,EI3
ACRE
L (NE
TEAS MEE S riii T
7-11 2002 United Feature Syndicate

1117

5

4

11

14

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN
1 Endangered
layer
2 Lone Ranger
movies
3 Zinc's symbol
4 One. in
Munich
5 Gets an eyeful
6 Evening out
7 Billboards

MIUUUill
si
52

48
57

55

UU
53

UU
Use UUUillUU
UUUU
59

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, July II, the
192nd day of 2002. There are 173
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago. on July II.
1952, the Republican national convention, meeting in Chicago, nominated Dwight D. Eisenhower for
president and Richard M. Nixon for
vice president.
On this date:
In 1804. Vice President Aaron
Burr mortally wounded former
Treasury Secretary Alexander Hamilton in a pistol duel near Weehawken, N.J.
In 1864. Confederate forces led
by Gen. Jubal Early began an abortive invasion of Washington, D.C.,
turning back the next day.
In 1977, the Medal of Freedom
was awarded posthumously to the
Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.
In 1979. the abandoned U.S.
space station Skylab made a spectacular return to ESA, burning up
in the atmosphere and showering
debris over the Indian Ocean and
Australia.
In 1989, actor Laurence Olivier
died at age 82.
Ten years ago: Undeclared presidential hopeful Ross Perot, addressing the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People
convention in Nashville, Tenn.,
startled and offended his listeners
by referring to the predominantly
black audience as "you people."
One year ago: The Democraticled Senate voted to bar coal mining
and oil and gas drilling on pristine
federally protected land in the West.

19 Pixel

21 Writer —
Fleming
22 Monk's title
24 In a lather
26 Sahara
mountains
28 Buddy
30 Young grizzly
32 Adventurers,
often
34 Melbourne
native
35 Floppy takers
36 Instant lawn
38 Feign
39 Los Angeles
c.agers
40 Main roles
42 Bawled
44 Eats fast
46 Weeps over
47 Cries of
delight

50 Taoist lifeforce
52 Female sheep
55 Not Ig
57 Gold, in the
lab

Subscribe to the
I
RIMESa
Home Delivery
$20.25
$40.50
$78.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

Local Mail
(Calloway, Graves & Marshall)

$25.00
.$50.00
.$85.00

3 mo.
6 mo
1 yr.

Rest of KY/TN
$6.5.00
3 mo.
(Puryear, Buchanan & Pans)

$80.00
$110.00

6 mo.

ther Mail Subscriptions
$70.00

3 mo.
1 yr.

...... ...........-.—$130.00
Money Order
M/C

Check
Visa
Name
Street Address
City
State

tip

Daytime Phone
Mail this coupon with payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call

(270) 753-1916
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Horoscope

Calif. reaches Stage 2 power emergency
said after canceling a round of
miniature golf with friends.
Writer
Press
Associated
Redding, Calif., was expected to
Scorching heat is testing
California's power reserves and break its all-time high of 118
raising concerns about more wild- degrees Thursday, and governors
and aides arriving in Boise, Idaho,
fires in the already-dry West.
States throughout the region siz- on Friday for the National
zled under record temperatures Governors Association meeting
expected to last through most of will be greeted by 107-degree temthe week, with triple-digit tempera- peratures, forecasters said.
Record temperatures were
tures forecast as far north as Idaho
to continue across
expected
Montana.
and
Swimming pools were jammed, California on Thursday, setting up
residents gobbled up ice cream and a possible third straight day of
fire officials said the heat set off a power alerts. Still, regulators said
ceiling sprinkler in at least one they didn't expect to order the
home in Reno, Nev., where temper- rolling blackouts that left thouatures soared to 109 degrees sands without power last year.
Electricity use has been consisWednesday, breaking an all-time
higher this summer than on
tently
1931.
in
high set
"We can't even breathe out comparable days last year, said
there, so we decided to get ice Stephanie McCorkle, spokesCalifornia's
for
cream instead," Jaime Ramey, 24, woman
BY STEFANIE FRITH

Bergen agrees
with Quayle's family
values opinions

Independent System Operator. Snyder said. "Air safety was not
which oversees the state's power compromised," he said.
The same pressure system that
grid.
"That tells us two things. One, trapped the heat also trapped smog
that conservation has slacked off, in California. Air quality districts
which we knew would happen in the Bay Area and Central Valley
when people weren't facing black- declared -Spare the Air Days" on
outs and two, that the economy is Wednesday, urging residents to use
mass transit rather than their cars.
recovering," she said.
The brutal heat also has fire
The intense heat may have contributed to a power loss at a Federal officials eyeing parched landAviation Administration facility in scapes.
In Oakland's fire-prone hills,
California that puts planes in line
asked residents not to
officials
International
Sacramento
to land at
Airport and three smaller airports open fire hydrants for refreshment
to avoid depleting the needed
in the area.
The outage forced some planes resource.
"The hotter it is, the more likely
to circle up to and hour and a half,
said Cheryl Demetriff, Sacramento it is to burn," said Karen Terrill, a
airport spokeswoman. Other planes spokeswoman for the California
bound for the airports Were kept on Department of Forestry. "A spark
the ground until the congestion was that was harmless last week could
cleared, FAA spokesman Jerry really flare up this week."

Stamp of Approval

By The Associated Press
PASADENA. Calif. (AP) --Turns out actress Candice Bergen
really did agree with Dan Quayle.
Ten .years ago, then-Vice
President Quayle criticized Bergen's
"Murphy Brown" TV character for
-mocking the importance of fathers
by bearing a child alone and calling it
Just another 'lifestyle choice."
"I never have really said much
about the whole episode. which was
.endless," Bergen said Tuesday. "But
his speech was a perfectly intelligent
speech about (others not being dispensable and nobody agreed with
that more than I did."
In May, Quayle touted the moral
value of -The Osbournes," MTV's
hit series about the profanity-filled
home life of rocker Ozzy Osbourne
and his family.
Quayle liked that the offensive
words are bleeped and the show features what he called two "loving parents."
-That Dan. you just can't predict
him." Bergen said, laughing. "I think
that all of us feel that family values
have to sort of come back front and
center. I don't know if he watched
'The Osbournes' because he certainly never watched 'Murphv Brown.'
-which didn't stop him from- talking
about it."

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

to others. Tonight: Head on home

22
Oct.10n
pte.e2p3y-our
SeK
**(*
*RA
*IB
L

-term goals in
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Fnday. July 12. mind, refusing to take an unnecessary
2002
risk. You understand far more than others
You often get tense and have a difficult do. though it might be smart not to let
time relaxing Learn to let go through them know. A meeting proves to be posyoga or some other stress-reduction pro- itive, drawing the results you want.
gram. Spend money on yourself, espe- Tonight: Party the weekend in
cially starting next month. Look into SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
improving both your personal and pro- *** All eyes turn to you for solutions.
fessional situations You might want to especially when an associate or partner
make some long-dreamed-of changes. tests his or her limits. A financially tight
Do it this year, as you start a new 11-year associate could force your hand. Realize
cycle. If you are single, you'll meet that you might have also pushed this persomeone quite special, if you haven't son too far. Understand your limits when
already. Relate more openly. Let another dealing with others. Tonight- Do only
get to know you. If you are attached, take what you must.
frequent getaways together. Do more as a
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 211
couple. LEO helps you spend money!
***** Reach out for those at a distance. Don't allow a situation to stop
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
if it involves a somewhat
4-Positive; you, especially
5-Dynamic;
Have:
or partner. You know
associate
touchy
3-Average; 2-So-so; I -Difficult
how to move this person; you just might
not be up for the effort. Tonight: Start
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
quickly.
***** Speak your mind, adding your weekend
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
CAPRICORN
a
makes
touch,
which
innovative
your
be overly stressed
might
You
****
difference. Carefully consider options
psyched yourself up
that surround communication. An associ- about a project. You
and you might have difate says something rather sternly. He or for the Job today,
up or let a
she means it, that is the reason for the ficulty leaving work. Loosen
one
help you.
loved
or
associate
dear
overly gnm tone! Tonight: Out for the
Follow someone else's lead. Tonight:
weekend.
The only answer is yes.
TAURUS(Apnl 20-May 201
18)
*** Don't hold back so much. You AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.
pull to have
and
push
Others
*****
might feel as if you need to guard your
need to worry about
feelings and defend yourself A close their way. You don't
if two difassociate does care, but isn't always what is going to happen. even
in opposing
great at expressing his or her feelings. ferent interests pull you
a
Open up, and so will another. Tonight: directions. Follow your instincts with
close loved one. Know who butters your
Head on home.
bread. Tonight: Go along with standing
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You might be acting far more plans.
seriously than you realize. Stop being the PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
about
grim reaper and lighten up. Add that vin- **** Others have their ideas
could
you
Meanwhile,
work.
will
what
tage Gemini humor, and situations will
Be goodfinally fall into place. You do make a dif- be left holding the bag at work.
later than your
stay
to
have
you
if
natured
ference. Count on your happy ways.
associates. Just take extra time off next
Tonight: Join your friends at a favorite
week or in the near future. Tonight: Do
spot.
on the way home.
errands
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
shares
*** Listen well to another who
BORN TODAY:
good will and a perspective unlike your
Actor Bill Cosby (1937), figure skater
a
own. Let go of being uptight about
Knsti Yamaguchi (1971)
money issue. Your mood won't change
posiA
the balance in your checkbook.
Min's Hain ut
'3800 & up
tive attitude draws opportunities to you
AcrAt \ails '2.5a up ['diktats'18 at,
Tonight: Fun doesn't need to cost
1Vonten's 1011K Kut'10"
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
nov.
pace
***** Don't lose your
when it really counts. Now that you're
this close to the finish line, zoom in on a
long-term goal, refusing to sit back or
stop. The world is your oyster. Know that
anything could be possible. despite
Walk-ins Welcome
another's sobering comment. Tonight
(270) 753-1682
Keep on grinning.
22)
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept.
Southside Shopping Ctr.
I acrossfrom So-loin Stockade ,
** Know when to slow down. You
might need to focus on a work-related
matter, but just the same, don't take on
anything new nght now. Emphasize conclusions, as opposed to beginnings.
Understand your needs better. Cater less

url

Photo provIded

Marshal Mark
HEROES ... Murray Postmaster and 1998 Freedom Fest Parade Grand
of the 45-cent
poster
framed
a
presented
center,
Kennedy. right, and letter carrier Fred Kemp.
Chief Pat
Fire
Murray
Marshal,
Grand
Parade
Fest
"Heroes" stamp to the 2002 Freedom
Fund.
Family
Victims'
the
to
go
will
stamp
edition
Scott. Eight cents of the special
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CENTER • MURRAY • 7 5 3 - 8 3 2 2

JULY 12TH litg 13TH

FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY
July 12 & 13 • 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Fresh Whole
BBQ Chicken
ONLY

°°ea.
$4
Right Off
the Grill!
Whole
Boston Butts

$12,
Rib Eye
Sandwich

00
$2

ea.

They're Great!

NEW!!!
Boneless Pork
Chop Sandwich

$20°

ea

FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY

Fresh Pork BBQ
Sandwiches

By The Pound

$500

lb.

Whole

To
2for

10 a.m. til 2 p.m,
Fri. & Sat.

SMOKED SAUSAGE
SANDWICH
1 for $3.00
Smoked Turkey
Breast
6 lb. Avg.

Slab Ribs

$10

LARGE HEAD

BEST YET

ICEBERG LETTUCE

SALTINE CRACKER

S3.48
\

Finger
"
'Good"
Lickin

RED POTATOES

$2°13
Hamburgers

Hot &
Tender
Pork BBQ

LB. BAG

Great
Deal!

00
$15
ea.

Call ahead to assure

NO MORE VIP CARDS NEEDED!!
M

HOLE
rcV—

(V-VHOLE,SWEET &

(BEST YET

FRYERS

WATERMELONS

,,. •,,.,,1 80
44‘!.—!.--...$2.88 qt,.5,.8'
.b.
I,

APPLE JUICE

't-

114 oz. plastic

•

& Sat.Oni

_Y

.En.&

W

•

i
(0)

NO MORE VIP CARDS NEEDED!!

e
CY

---IELD SLICED OR BLOCK(

AMERICAN
CHEESE

Field

4N OUR DELI M
POTATO SALAD
OR COLE SLAW

(CANISTER

KOOL-AID

14;;‘,:., 980
/
.s9.78 '

2P3 r;•

51b. pkg.

Fri. &Sat.0a_l:L}

MakeR 14 Qt ,

/

& Sat. Only

Marty, Marty More GREAT SPECIALS..

